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RECOMMENDATION 

INEL HIGH-LEVEL WASTE PROGRAM 

January 22, 1997 

INTRODUCTION 

The Citizens Advisory Board to the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory met with Department 

of Energy and Lockheed Martin Idaho Technologies Company personnel during its November 

19-20, 1996, and January 21-22, 1997, meetings and received presentations on the DOE-ID 

Regulatory Analysis and Proposed Path Forward for the Idaho National Engineering 

Laboratory High-level Waste Program and management and disposition alternatives for INEL 

high-level waste. After consideration of the presentations and analysis of the document, the 

Board offers the following recommendations.  

RECOMMENDATION 

The Board appreciates the opportunity to comment on the plan for managing high-level waste 

(HLW) early in the process and recommends that such early public input continue to be elicited.  

The DOE-ID Regulatory Analysis and Proposed Path Forward for the Idaho National 

Engineering Laboratory High-level Waste Program document states that the Environmental 

Impact Statement (EIS) is the proper vehicle to reach decisions on the management of HLW at 

the INEL and suggests completing the EIS early. The Board strongly agrees with this suggestion 

and recommends that work on the EIS be initiated immediately. The EIS must examine a broad 

range of alternatives and provide reasonable assurance that the preferred alternative will work as 

proposed. As part of the EIS, the Board recommends that a clear and concise description of all 

alternatives be provided. The Board also recommends including discussion of the criteria and 

relative weights that were used to arrive at the preferred alternative in order to help the 

stakeholders better understand the process and options.  

During the presentations at the January meeting, a number of issues appear to be unresolved 

between DOE and the State of Idaho, including whether the separations approach will meet the 

commitments in the Settlement Agreement. The Board recommends that DOE initiate 

immediate interaction with LMITCO and the State of Idaho in order to resolve these issues and 

to identify alternatives for the EIS that are acceptable to all parties. In addition, the Board 

recommends that sufficient research and development funding be authorized for both separations 

and calcination to provide reasonable assurance that the recommended EIS technology will meet 

the milestones specified in the Settlement Agreement.



The assumptions that DOE-ED uses to reach the proposed alternative should be clear and explicit. .1 

">B ased on the presentations during the November Board meeting, the assumptions used to draft 

the Regulatory Analysis appear to include that a geologic repository will become available in the 

future for INEL's ILW, that there will be critical limits on volume in the repository, and that the 

HLW must be vitrified prior to disposal. Changes to any of these assumptions could force DOE 

to consider other alternatives. It is unclear to the Board why these assumptions are appropriate 

and the justification for them must be clarified in DOE-ED's EIS. Specifically, the EIS should 

include answers to the following key questions: 

"* Is Yucca Mountain the repository used for the planning basis? 

" If not, what are the characteristics of the geologic repository assumed to be? 

"* What are the limiting factors: physical size, metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM), or both? 

"* How, do volume and MTHM relate with and without separation, with and without 

vitrification, and with and without cementation? 
"* What are the legal and regulatory requirements of the waste form and is vitrification 

necessary/required? 

The Board is also concerned about the proposal to dispose of the low-activity component in 

Idaho should that be recommended in the EIS. This material will contain radioactive isotopes 

and may contain hazardous components. Disposal of this material over the aquifer may be a 

concern to the citizens of Idaho. The Board recommends the EIS include careful examination of 

the associated risks of such disposal and that DOE keep the Board and the public informed as 

more information becomes available.  

The Board is concerned that, as the liquid waste is treated and concentrated issues related to 

criticality be adequately addressed.  

Finally, the Board also recommends that a public involvement program be initiated as part of the 

EIS scoping process and proposes that it assist DOE in the effort.



Citizens Advisory Board 
"Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION 

Waste Area Group 3 
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study 

March 19, 1997 

INTRODUCTION 

The Citizens Advisory Board to the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 
has met with Department of Energy personnel numerous times during the past eighteen months 
to discuss the ongoing remedial investigation at Waste Area Group (WAG) 3 at the INEEL.  
During the November 18-19, 1996, and'January 21-22, 1997, meetings the Board received 

updates on the Feasibility Study efforts. After consideration of the presentations and analysis of 
the documentation submitted for Board review, the CAB offers the following recommendations.  

The Board commends DOE's efforts to involve the Board early in the process and appreciates the 
consistent updates and new information it has routinely received. The portions of the draft DOE
ID WAG 3 Feasibility Study given to the Board for revievw were concise and reader-friendly and 
the Board is pleased with these sections.  

RECOMMENDATION 

The Board recommends that some remedial action be instigated and completed at WAG 3 to 
prevent health risks to workers and potential future occupants. The Board is concerned with the 
contamination of surface and subsurface soils, surface water, perched water and the aquifer as a 

result of activities at WAG 3.  

The Board recommends DOE-ID correct the following inadequacies as the final Feasibility Study 
is prepared: 

" In future iterations, clarify what the "no action" alternatives include. The "no action" 

alternatives provided by DOE-ID are not true "no action" alternatives. They assume existing 

conditions at WAG 3 making them "status quo" alternatives.  
" Ex-situ treatment of perched water is included in the groundwater waste unit table 

summarizing the "technologies retained following preliminary screening," but it is excluded 

in the table outlining the "technologies retained for consideration as component of remedial 

alternatives for groundwater." However, it appears that some ex-situ treatment is being 

considered as part of the interim remedies to be evaluated. The Board recommends DOE-ID



include an ex-situ treatment alternative for perched groundwater in further analysis of 

potential remedial alternatives.  
" In-situ treatment technologies have been excluded in the document as "not applicable" due 

in part to "depth to water and inability to confirm effectiveness." The Board is aware of 

ongoing research being conducted to determine and demonstrate the benefit of in-situ 

treatments over other technologies. The Board recommends in-situ treatment technologies be 

included as potential options in further DOE-ID remediation alternative analyses.  

", In Section 4, on page 7, the document states that "contaminant transport modeling suggests 

that plutonium in the Tank Farm soils will be leached and transported to the SRPA [Snake 

River Plain Aquifer] groundwater beneath the site at a future time. As such plutonium is a 

future SRPA COC [contaminant of concern]." The document does not provide much more 

information on this issue and the Board recommends additional discussion on the potential 

for plutonium to be a contaminant of concern in the aquifer.  

Finally, the Board recommends that DOE-ID continue to involve the Board in the WAG 3 

remedial investigation.



Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION 

WAG 3 FACT SHEET 

September 17, 1997 

INTRODUCTION 

The INEEL CAB reviewed DOE's draft fact sheet entitled "Comprehensive investigation 

reveals extent of contamination within Waste Area Group (WAG) 3." 

The Board acknowledges the difficulty of summarizing the volumes of highly technical 

information in a fact sheet. While the draft fact sheet is not a bad first draft, revisions 

could minimize confusion and result in improved communication of key concepts.  

RECOMMENDATION 

The Board recommends that the following changes be made to the fact sheet before it is 

finalized for distribution to the public: 

"* 'The fact sheet should review basic information about WAG 3, including its location.  

It should also review what the RI/FS included and what it did not (i.e., the buildings 
and tanks).  

"* The fact sheet should more clearly communicate the sources, magnitude, and types of 

risks (i.e., human health or ecological) posed by WAG 3.  
"* Please provide both vicinity and location maps for tritium, strontium, and Iodine- 129 

plumes in relation to the site boundary.  
"* Add a separate paragraph at the top of page 6 that describes present contamination 

and that which is projected for the future based on decay, dilution, and natural 

attenuation. If space allows, use maps to illustrate the expected (modeled) changes.  
"* Add a definition for radioactive decay in the sidebar on the page where the term is 

first used.  
"• The fact sheet should explain how DOE will ensure that contamination of the aquifer 

by plutonium, americium, and europium will not occur.  
"* The fact sheet should explain that the computer modeling is based on the no-action 

alternative.  
"* Review of the fact sheet led some of the Board members to conclude that existing 

Iodine-129 regulations are unreasonable and unjustified. The Board intends to review 

this regulation. At this time, however, the Board recommends that the fact sheet be 

worded in such a way as to communicate that DOE fully intends to comply with all 

existing regulations.



"* On page 1, in the 2 "d paragraph, the text suggests the possibility of consolidating soils 
at one facility. What other alternatives were considered and why were they ruled out? 

"* The I'` paragraph on page 2 implies that all liquid wastes have been calcined. This is 
not true even for non-sodium bearing liquid waste and certainly not true for the 
sodium bearing liquid waste. The fact sheet should acknowledge that the calcination 
process is ongoing.  

"* In the sidebar on page 2, the term "calcine" would be a better name for that process.  
"* In the sidebar on page 2, perched water is defined as water that is perched between 

layers. A definition must not rely on the word being defined; use terms familiar to the 
general public. The definition should be revised by using the word "isolated" instead.  

"* On pages 2 and 3 of the fact sheet, statements are made that indicate that disposal of 
radioactive and chemical waste through the injection well was "acceptable at the 
time." The fact sheet should explain past practices but not attempt to justify them.  

"* On page 3, the phrase "the extent of the lower perched water bodies is less well 
defined" is confusing. Please clarify whether this refers to the extent of the 
contamination or the size/location of the water body.  

"* On page 4, tritium, 1-129 and strontium-90 are referred to in the last two paragraphs 
but the order is changed. This adds unnecessary confusion. The fact sheet should 
minimize confusion by using a consistent format.  

"* In the 1" paragraph of page 5, it is unclear if the 44 monitoring wells are on WAG 3, 
on-site, off-site, or a combination of these locations. Please clarify.  

"* Repeated statements as to what was dumped at WAG 3 are contradictory (i.e., page 5, 
3 rd paragraph and discussion of europium).  

"* The fact sheet implies that there are numerous hazards at WAG 3. The only hazards 
that are well described are 1-129 and mercury contamination in soils. The fact sheet 
should clearly list all contaminants of concern and the risks posed by each. Risk 
discussions should address both on-site and off-site risks.  

"• In the middle of page 5, 2nd paragraph under Human Health Evaluation, and in the 
upper figure, the term "risk management" is used incorrectly. Risk management 
decisions are made at all risk levels above lxl 06. Actions are sometimes taken at 
levels between 1xl 0and lxl 0 and almost always taken at levels above ix 104 , 
Please correct.  

"• In the legend for Figure 4-15, the term H-3 distribution is used without explanation.  
Also it would be better to spell out Snake River Plain Aquifer rather than use the 
acronym in a figure legend.  

"• The remediation alternatives discussed on pages 6 and 7 are so poorly defined that 
they are not understandable. Please provide better definitions.



Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION 
on 

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION IN THE 
DRAFT SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

November 19, 1997

RECOMMENDATION 

The INEEL CAB acknowledges that the scoping period for the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
EIS has ended. Our interest in the issue is ongoing, and we respectfully submit this list of 
concerns in hopes that they may be addressed in the Draft EIS when it is released. Board 
members have concerns regarding: 

* The need for and safety related to transportation of the plutonium across the Fort Hall Indian 
Reservation and elsewhere in the nation, 

0 Comparative analyses of environmental impacts and costs at each of the four alternative sites, 
0 Safe handling, storage, and transportation of all materials, 
0 Disposition plans for any and all wastes that will result, 
• Security plans, 
* Plans for where and how the mixed-oxide fuel will be used (including a demonstration of 

marketability), 
* Environmental protection, 
* Worker and public health and safety, 
• Operation of all related facilities in full compliance with all relevant environmental 

regulations, including the Idaho Settlement Agreement, 
• Whether the mission would bring funding to Idaho (to help sl pport the existing 

infrastructure) without detracting from the site's ability to meet compliance schedules, and 
• The costs associated with handling spent mixed-oxide nuclear fuel (e.g., storage and 

disposal).  

The Board feels that DOE could do a better job at demonstrating the rationale for its decision to 

pursue mixed-oxide fuel fabrication instead of vitrification. In particular, the Board feels DOE 

must offer a complete and sound comparison between mixed oxide fuel fabrication and 
vitrification that substantiates DOE's proposed path forward in the Programmatic EIS ROD, 
including whether: 

- mixed-oxide fuel fabrication is superior to vitrification at achieving nonproliferation, 

- mixed-oxide fuel fabrication can be implemented cost-effectively, 
- mixed-oxide fuel fabrication renders the plutonium into a form that cannot be utilized in 

the future for weapons production.



Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION 
on the 

HIGH-LEVEL WASTE AND FACILITIES DISPOSITION 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

November 19, 1997 

INTRODUCTION 

The Board commends the Department of Energy (DOE) for beginning the High-Level 
Waste and Facilities Disposition Environmental Impact Statement (HLW EIS) nearly ten 
years ahead of schedule and for continuing to involve the Idaho National Engineering and 
Environmental Laboratory Citizens Advisory Board (INEEL CAB).  

The following are submitted as recommendations for consideration during the scoping 

process for the EIS.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In its January 1997 recommendation to DOE, the Board expressed concerns regarding the 
sufficiency of funds for research and development for both separations and calcination to 
provide reasonable assurances that the technology selected by the Record of Decision 
(that will follow the HLW EIS) will meet the milestones in the Settlement Agreement.  
Our concerns continue, and we urge DOE to continue funding both research and 
development programs to ensure compliance with the Settlement Agreement regardless of 
which alternative is preferred and then selected pending analysis in the EIS.  

2. The EIS must state all key assumptions clearly and explicitly. For example, if volume 
restrictions at Yucca Mountain are the driving force behind the decision to separate, then 
this should be stated and explained in clear and understandable language. In addition, the 
method for determining the equivalent metric tons of heavy metal for INEEL's HLW 
should be explained.  

3. The EIS should clearly identify all waste streams, including radioactive and hazardous 
constituents that will result from each of the alternatives considered, state quantities, and 
describe the risks associated with each and plans for final disposition. In particular, DOE 
should distinguish between wastes that will leave Idaho and those that will remain at the 
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INEEL. If it is assumed that waste will be disposed of at the rNEEL, the EIS should 
disclose what existing or new facilities will be used, associated costs, and what permits 
will be required.  

4. The Board finds the "No-Action" alternative unacceptable and recommends it not be 
selected based on the following: 

* Risks associated with potential leakage of residual liquid waste from the tanks are 
unacceptable to the public due to the potential for aquifer contamination.  

* Leaving the calcine in the bin sets indefinitely is unacceptable to the public 
because that would result in de facto disposal of the waste.  

Leaving facilities in "standby operations" results in significant mortgage costs.  

The alternative is not in compliance with the Settlement Agreement.  

The alternative would result in the loss of valuable infrastructure.  

5. The Board recommends that all reasonable, other than "no action" altematives-such as 
vitrification, ceramic, and cementation-be given full, careful and fair consideration in 
the EIS.  

6. The EIS should address all liquid and calcined wastes at the tank farm and in the bin sets 
at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP). Materials distributed during the scoping 
process reiterate that sodium bearing waste has "historically been managed as high-level 
waste because some of its physical and chemical properties are similar to those of 
high-level waste." In addition, the Settlement agreement speaks of "sodium-bearing 
liquid high-level waste." However, the scoping materials go on to state that "Additional 
waste testing and characterization may result in its (sodium bearing liquid waste) 
reclassification as mixed transuranic Waste or mixed low-level waste." This uncertainty 
about the classification of the sodium-bearing liquid waste must end. DOE must 
determine, as part of this NEPA process (including review by stakeholders and 
regulators), the classification of the sodium-bearing liquid wastes. The EIS should 
provide a clear rationale and basis for the selected classification.  

7. DOE should consider an integrated, complex-wide approach for HLW treatment. If 
different approaches are taken at different sites, the rationale should be explained. For 
example, DOE should clearly and specifically justify why the separations process should 
be implemented at the INEEL if it is not going to be used at Hanford (a facility with a 

great deal more HLW than INEEL).  
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8. The EIS should clearly specify all of the pros and cons associated with each of the 
alternatives evaluated. Strategies for disposition and potential roadblocks, such as RCRA 
permitting and repository availability, should be identified and analyzed.  

9. The description of the "Non-separation" alternative in the informational materials made 
available during the scoping period discusses "permanent disposal in-place at the INEEL 
or outside of the State of Idaho in a geologic repository" for HLW. The Board 
recommends that 1-LW should be disposed of in a geologic repository outside of Idaho.  
If disposal in Idaho is being considered, it must be included as a separate alternative.  

10. Separation will result in a low activity waste component with radioactive and hazardous 
constituents. One plan for the disposal of this waste is to grout it back into the liquid 
waste tanks. Even if the low activity waste stream is not grouted into the tanks, the heels 
may remain in place. This means that significant quantities of radioactive and possibly 
hazardous materials could be disposed of over the aquifer. An option of closing the tanks 
as cleanly as possible (for example, by filling with clean grout) should be considered.  

The Board insists that DOE clearly define the risks to the environment, aquifer, and down 
gradient residents associated with this disposal option including the stability of this waste 
form and the possibility of leakage from these tanks. These risks should be compared to 
the risks to workers and the general public of other options, such as pumping or otherwise 
rem- oving the heels, treating and disposing of the heels, filling the tanks with clean grout, 
or removing the tanks. In addition, the regulatory barriers associated with putting this 
RCRA regulated material at the INEEL under a CERCLA site should be addressed.  

11. Offsite disposal of low activity waste should also be considered. 

12. The Board believes that the hazardous constituents in the high level and sodium bearing 
waste may create serious problems in the disposal of the low activity and/or high activity 
waste streams. The EIS should clearly identify quantities and types of all hazardous 
constituents remaining in each waste stream and identify the disposal risks associated 
with each. DOE should consider alternative strategies for management of these 
hazardous constituents including separations and disposal at RCRA permitted facilities.  

13. The EIS covers "high-level waste and facilities disposition." Preliminary scoping 
documents focus primarily on the HLW processing options, with very little information 
on facilities disposition alternatives. What facilities are being considered for disposition 
in this EIS and what is the tie-in with the WAG 3 ROD, scheduled to be completed a year 
before the final EIS is issued? 
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C)
14. The Settlement Agreement states that the HLW will be calcined. Some of the 

alternatives, such as the "separations" alternative, would require negotiations with the 

State and rewording of the Settlement Agreement. The EIS should provide a full 

explanation of the potential need, strategy for, and ramifications of renegotiation of the 

Settlement Agreement under each alternative.

U
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Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR REMEDIAL ACTIONS 

AT WASTE AREA GROUP 3 
IDAHO CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT 

January 21, 1998 

INTRODUCTION 

The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory Citizens Advisory Board (INEEL 

CAB) requests that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency National Remedy Review Board 

consider this recommendation regarding DOE's proposed strategy for remedial actions to achieve 

cleanup of contamination at Waste Area Group 3, Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP), at the 

INEEL.  

RECOMMENDATION 

The INEEL CAB recommends that the National Remedy Review Board accept the DOE's 

proposed strategy for cleanup at the ICPP. We considered three issues in achieving consensus on 

this recommendation as summarized below.  

The INEEL CAB feels that the range of alternatives evaluated in the ICPP Remedial Investigation 

and Feasibility Study covers the feasible actions for cost-effective cleanup. In general, the 

additional alternatives considered to support the Remedy Review Board's review appear to add 

significant cost with little reduction in risk to humans or the environment. Specifically, the 

INEEL CAB does not support using pump-and-treat technologies for the perched water and the 

Snake River Plain Aquifer alternatives. We believe they involve extremely high costs and a high 

degree of technical uncertainty with very little benefit.  

The INEEL Comprehensive Facility and Land Use Plan (March 1996) defines future land uses at 

the INEEL. This plan designated the ICPP as an area where the federal government expects to 

retain control for at least the next 100 years, with the possibility of restricted industrial use during 

that time. The INEEL CAB's recommendation on this plan, dated November 15, 1995, expressed 

support for the 100-year scenario at the ICPP. We believe the 100-year scenario is acceptable 

and appropriate because federal government control of the area will limit the potential for human 

exposure to contamination.  

In addition, the INEEL CAB finds the approach of using risk levels of I x 10.4 to determine the 

need for remedial action to be acceptable. We recognize this approach is less conservative than 

that used for some Superfund cleanups. We feel, however, that the significantly higher costs that 

would be imposed by using risk levels between I x 104 and 1 x 10-6 to trigger remedial action to 

be unjustified. While the CAB has never articulated acceptance of this approach in a 

recommendation, we have been aware of it for some time and have accepted it without comment.





Environmental Management Site-Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION: 

PROGRAMMATIC SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT 

AND. IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY 

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Septem ber 30, 1994 

INTRODUCTION' 

The Envirorimental Management Site-Specific Advisory Board, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (SSAB-INEL) met August 29-30, 1994 in Idaho Falls and con

ducted a day-and-a-half study of the DraftEIS. Advance -materials had been supplied to all Board members. There were 13 6f the 15 members present the first day 

and 14 members present the second day. 'The meeting was facilitated and a wide range of DOE, Navy, and contractor personnel were present throughout the 

Board member discussions..  

OVERVIEW 

Several over-arching themes emerged concerning Spent Nudcar Fuel Management.  

"Storage of SNF is a national problem and demands a national solution; INEL should participatein the solution, but should not bear the 

entire burden. INEL should not be placed ini a NIMBY trap; fair, and equitable treatment of all potential sites is essential.  

Efforts to open a permanent storage sitemustbe diligenty Pursued and demonstrated. A forty-year timeline too easily traslates into 

"permanerit'" and provides a convenient excuse for permanent storage decisions to be delayed.: .  

Public and worker healih and safety and protection of the environment are prime considerations in all decisions relating to storage and 

transportation of SNF.  

Cleanup at INEL must continue and must be completed as agreed to in the FFA/CO regardless of SNF siting decisions, and less costly and 

more effective cleanup, technologies must be developed..  

Technology development related to effective waste management is essential.  

Participation by. an informed public is crucial for acceptable solutions to be implemented. DOE has the responsibility of dearly and 

condsely presenting alternatives, induding complete cost comparisons, for public consideration.  

"PROCESS 

Board procedures define consensus as "substantive agreement among Board members on recommendations concerning, and advice regarding, INEL issues." 

Within this definition, over two-thirds (10) of the Board members present reached substantive agreement. The minority viewpoint follows the miajority recommendation.  

MAJORITY RECOMMENDATION 

RECOMMENDATION: REGIONALIZATION SUBALTERNATIVE A 

A majority of SSAB-INEL Board members reached agreement on selection of Regionalization, Subalternative A (based primarilyon fuel type). This was a consensus 

agreement among those who preferred an alternative greater than No Action. Regionalization, Subalternative A, could best be characterized as the alternative which 

all could "live with" and with whkch there was no major disagreement. It should be noted, however, that disposition of Navy SNF was omitted from this decision.  

RATIONALE: 

One of the primary reasons this alternative was selected. was based on the fact that it supplies one of the few objective rationales for distribution of SNF, that of fuel 

type. It also eliminates a great deal of whatwas felt was unnecessary transportation of existing waste, an unproductive use of taxpayer dollars. Maximumutilization 

of existing facilities, site equity, and management efficiency were additional considerations.

-, i



While the Navy's presentation on waste streams was superior to that included in the overall EIS, it was felt that the Navy's information on water purity considera

dons could be improved. Transportation costs vs. risks and the costs of on-site storage was felt to be anoth~er area of deficiency. Primarily, however, there was 

re -,,tance to make a recommendation concerning Navy SNF because a convincing case was not made for continued examination at INEL or elsewhere., Due to the 

"" xiance of opinion regarding this issue, no consensus was possible; however, it is possible that tonsensus could have been reached if time had been available. 7 

.o . .  

RECOMMENDATION: A HYBRID OF ALTERNATIVE B AND ALTERNATIVE D

The SSABINEL majority recommends a hybrid of Alternative B and Alternative D for SNF management, environmental restoration, and waste management at the 

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.. Specifically, the Board majority recommends the elements included in Alternative B except those for High-Level Waste and 

Hazardous Waste, prferring those two elements from Alternative D. This preference is deperident upon the selected alternative in Volume I and the INEL Draft 

"Site Treatment Plan's resolution.- It is assumed that the Volume II alternatives wiUl be re-named and/or reorganized.  

RATIONALE: 

This hybrid alternative builds upon the site knowledge base and takes local and state economic impacts into consideration.. It has the Rurther advantage of better 

utilizing the nation's investment infacilities and technological expertise. Total potential waste management costs could also be reduced under this allocation of.  

* resources; however, additioasLspLcific cost informati6n is necessary to confirm this assumption. High level and hazardous waste, management lie with.in INEL's 

historic mission'.  

The Board was concerned that the time frame contained in Volume iI did. not adidess'the long-term storage.implications implicit in yolume i. This could create a

situation where INEL would become a de facto long-term (permanent) waste repository- -While it is the Board's position that the INEL must participate in waste 

management solutions, the Board is opposed to' the INEL becoming the only solution.  

' The Board believes that the EIS could be improved by addressing the following concerns in greater detail: total and comparative cost analyses, tribal and treaty 

s, site hydrology and strategic land use planning.'.  

MINORITY VIEWPOIINT 

VOLUME 

RECOMMENDATION: NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

A minority of the. SSAB-INEL prefersthe No Action alternative. This position is based .n the. premisethat choosing any of the existing DOE sites for temporary cen

tralized or regionalized storage of SNF is likely to become a de facto choice of that site for.permanent storage. What little movement presently exists toward perma

nent solution of the SNF/waste management dilemma is the product of public worries about the safety of the present dispersed handling of these materials.  

RATIONALE: 

The minority fears that if these materials are moved out of peoples' backyards, to temporary locations which are out of sight and hive no political power, then the 

political will to pursue a permanent solution will evaporate. Since there are-such strong reasons to believe that selection of a site for temporary SNF management 

and storage will in fact become a selection of that site for permanent storage, the minority believes that the EIS is seriously flawed.  

While DOE has devoted considerable effort to looking at the transport of SNF to and between. the various sites, the analysis stops with the material located at sites 

which are supposed.(in most cases) to be temporary. While a permanent geologidlt repository has not beenidetified, this. no 

include'the transportation of SNF and any wastes generated by SNF handling to a permanent site.  

Given federal budget constrain.s and "he magnitude of the SNF and cleanup tasks being addressed in this EIS,'cost estimates are vital to making an informed choice 

among the alternatives. DOE has indicated that public opinion and cost wiU play.a major role in its decisions regarding SNF. Delaying the public release of cost 

"imates until or near the date of the Record of DecisiOn deprives the public of important information -required for making decisions.

C



RECOMMENDATION.: NO SPECIFIC ALTERNATIVE

RATIONALE: 

"Because the minority has significant problems with the SNF portion of the DEIS, those concerns carry over to the INEL ER/WM DEIS. This piocess whereby the 

iNEL might be chosen as a de facto permanent SNF storage site is unacceptable. There are factors including groundwater, hydrology, location relative to SNF 

sources and likely permanent repositories, and present site facility 'problems which make INEL inappropriate as a site for treatment and.either temporary or.perma

nent storage of. additional SNF: 

In summary, INEL should not accept a major role in processing waste materials from other sites-at least until a permanent storage site is available. The minority 

feels the-draft EIS doesnot address. the right questions nor provide sufficient and accurate enough information for the public to make inf6rmed decisions.  

DISSENT TO THE SSAB MAJORITY POSITION ON THE 

SNF & INEL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS 

"At is'August 29-30 meeting the INE- Site-Specific Advisory Board developed a set of responses and recommendationsregarding the SNF & INEL environmental 

impact stitement. We wish- to dissent from that majority position for the following reasons:.  

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL: 

Temporary actions may become permanent 

Our disagreement about what to do with spent fuel is the core of our dissent. We are convinced that choosing any of the existing DOE sites for temporary central

ed or regignalized storage of SNF is likely to become a de facto choice of that site-for permanent storage. DOE representatives at our meeting gave us no assur

.ance that any permanent geological repository could be developed during the 40-year time horizon of the EIS, ThetDOE's draft land use scenarios document 

echoes the pessimism that agreement can be reached regarding a permanent site: "Uncertainty in the opening of the WIPP increases the importance of the RWMC 

serving as at least a short-term waste management facility, if not a long-term facility." Department of Energy, Long-term land Use Future Scenarios for or the Idaho 

National Engineering Laboratory, August 1994, page 43.  

What little movement prese~ndy exists toward.permanent solutioo of the SNF/waste management dilemma is the product of public worries about the safety of the 

pjresent dispersed handling of these materials, and DOD concerns about the effects on its defe'ise mission. We fear that if these materials are moved out of peo

-pies' backyards, to temporary locations which are out of sight and have no political power, then the political will to pursue a permanent solution will evaporate.  

Certainly, with the -public's attitude toward transportation of nuclear materials, if they are once moved to a site that is out of sight and out of mind, then the public 

will be very reluctant to see the material moved again.  

Any site chosen for a centralized or regionalized role in SNF management andtemporary storage will develop (or perhaps already has) related infrastructure both 

on:site and in the surrounding community, as well as a population dependent on the jobs at the site. This local economic dependence, and the political pressures 

it fosters, make it likelý that temporary actions will stretch into permanent ones. In-the same way, the major" ihvestmeni in site facilities, once made, would be an 

investment that DOE-would be'reluctant to abandon in a further move to an eventual permanent solution.  

Since.there are such str6ng reasons to'believe that selection of a site for temporary SNF management and storage .val in fact become a selection of that site for per

manent storage, we believe that the EIS is seriously flawed.' We are concerned that this. assumption is implicitly embedded in the ElS,. but not discussed explidcy.  

We are concerned that the issues important to the NEPA process for selection of a site for permanent storage have simply not been discussed in this EIS.  

* Link to decisions on nuclear material from other sources 

Thile it is outside the stated scope of this EIS, the decision about what to do with SNF may be exipected to relate to decisions about the handling of other nuclear 

materials. If any site develops the skills and facilities for handling SNF, this may make it more likely that the same site will be chosen to also handle the additional 

nuclear materials. While the most plausible link would be to materials resulting from the dismantling of domestic and/or foreign nuclear weapons, our concern



extends even to commercial SNF, which have so far not found a permanent home. The massive cost estimates for additions/modifications to building 666 and for 

dry SNF storage (from Volume 2, part B) lead us to wonder whether the scale of these projects might be a "Trojan horse' for even more shipments of SNF to INEL 

.-:eatment/reprocessing issues 

We agree that some forms of treatment may be necessary to prepare SNF and waste materials for permanent storage.. However, we are concerned that proposals to.  

* develop SNF stabilization technologies involving the separation of fissile materials might in fact be aback-door attempt to resume fuel reprocessing. If resumption 

of fuel reprocessing is beingconsidered (with all of its international politics and. non-proliferation implications), then it should be discussed openly, and not buried 

in-the details of the EIS. Separation of fissile materials, even if it is done just for storage technology and safety reasons, still aises these political and non-prolifera

tion concerns.  

We are concerned that the EIS alternative of "regionializatlon by fuel type," which was favored by the SSAB majority, is a way to assemble similar fuels at selected 

sites for ease in reprocessing. Otherwise-. why nrot just regionalize by geography, and minimize the transportation problem? 

e SNF transport section of EIS is incomplete 

While DOE has devoted considerable effort to looking at the transport of SNF to and-between the various sites, the analysis stops with the material located at sites 

which are supposed (in most cases) to be temporary. Whilena permanent geological repository has not been ideniided, this does not excuse DOE from. the need to 

"indude the transport of SNF and afty wastes generated by SNF handling to a perman.ent site. Both, the.economicand the poliicaf costs of this second move maybe 

very'important. DOE should address this in their transportation analysis bycontingencyanalysis. (What if the Nevada site is chosen as permanent, what if INEL is 

chosen ..  

Incomplete treatment of health effects 

We are concernedwith DOEs focus on "latent cancer fatalities" as if that were the only consequence from the alternatives studied in the EIS. As DOE recognizes, 

"er heýlth effects can result from possible acute and/or'low level exposure to the radiation and hazardous materials inherent in SNF transportation and site oper- * : 

ion. Having recognized that other health effects are possible, it falls to DOE to make known the full nature and extent to which people's health is at risk.  

In addition, should accidents happen in the course of transportation, the physical environment is also placed at risk. The EIS fails to fully address the impacts from 

transportation accidents to air, earth, water, and wildlife.  

* Failure to consider all options 

The EIS fails to fullyc6rinsider all the available options for some SNF streams. For example, the SNF from the Fort St. Vrain reactor might be held for the time being 

in facilities presently available or that-could be built at that site, rather than shipped to supposedly temporary storage at another regional or central site. There 

maybe options for storage of SNF from. university reactors on-site (and there is the further question whether DOE's support of all these' university reactors is in the 

national interest). There may be other non-US sites wkhich could handle the foreign SNF as an alternative to shipping it here. Having failed to address the environ

mental impacts of what may be other viable alternatives, the EIS is incomplete..  

* Lack of cost data' 

Given federal budget constraints and the magnitude of the SNF and cleanup tasks being addressed in- this.EIS, cost estimates are viW to making an informed choice 

among the alternatives. In fact, DOE has indicated thatpublic optimon and cost will play a major role in its decisions regarding S.NF. If the public is being asked to 

make EIS decisions without cost information being available, and fhen actual implementation is dictated by budget realities, then the EMS process has been a cha

rade. Delaying the public release of cost estimaktes until at or near the date of the record of decision deprives the public of information important for making deci

sions, and this -is unsatisfactory.  

NAVY FUEL: 

Permanence - Impetus to find permanent site 

Since Navy fuel makes up a large part of the additional SNF requiring management and storage, our comments above about the likely permanence of this suppos

edly temporary action apply especially to the Navy fuel. The existence of the Navy's Expended Core Facility at the INEL makes this a particularly difficult decision.



Regarding permanent storage, we would much rather that the Navy feel a serious commitment to finding a good permanent site for a geologic repository, rather 
than give the Navy access to a "temporary" solution which would sap its incentive to seek a permanent site. We would prefer to have the Navy on our side in seek
ing the best possible permanent solution to SNF storage.  

.'Double shipment, 100 percent examination of Navy SNF 

The Navy-would prefer to ship.all spent fuel assemblies.to INEL, examine them to provide input to its ongoing reactor research program, and then have them 
stored "temporarily' at the Idaho site. If the temporary storage part'doesn.'t work out, then the Navy proposed to still ship all fuel assemblies to an Expended Core 
Facility (at INEL or some other-site). and then ship the materials back to their point of origin for temporary storage. We wonder whether this double'shipment sce
nario, with the high associated financial and political tra=portation- costs, might have been crafted, to make the status quo.of examination and-storage at INEL look 

better by comparison.  

We question wtiether the Navy's. objective of examining all spent fuel elements is really vital to its mission (especially.a mission appropriately configured to the reali
ties and budgets of a post-cold war world). If the Navy's past fuel examinations have been-adequate, surely they must have resulted in some knowledge about the 

eff&ts of materials used, core position, use history, etc., on the fuel itself. If this is so, then concentrating the examination on a-small sample of spent fuel elements 
that indude alternative designs, materials or use histories should produce almost as. much information to.supp ort the Navy's mission as would complete examina
tion. Moving to sample examination would make it much easier to smaller scale accommodate examination facilities at alternative, sites such as refueling sites or a 
selected permanent.SNIF repository.  

In fact we understand that, following the end offuel reprocessing operations, most of the SNF examination conducted in Idaho consisted of visual and nondestruc
'tive observation. Apparently some 20% of fuel elements are examined in any detag. Only a small fraction of these elements were examined.invasivdly, and that was.  
apparently done not in Idaho,.but at the Bettis facilities at Pittsburgh. We are led to.wondet whether the examination issue isn't really a Navy strategy to get the 

S. SNF to ldaho'for "temporary" storage.  

INEL ER/WM EIS: 

" SNF management and storage 

"Because we have major problems with the SNF environmental impact statement, it follows that these concerns carry over to the INEL ER/WM environmental impact
statement. We object to a process where INEL might be chosen as a de facto perminent SNF storage site without a comprehensive decision-making process to 
assess whether INEL is appropriate for such use. It.is self-evident that DOE has targeted INEL as the location for storage of SNF--only INEL has been analyzed in 

detail. We contend that no decisions on SNF can be made until each potential site has completed a site specific NEFA review.  

The draft EIS fails to focus on the most basic question-namely whether the INEL site is suitable (and indeed the-best alternative) for the receipt and storage of 

additional SNF. We believe there are reasons, including seismic risk, groundwater hydrology, location relative to SNF sourc6 and likely permanent repositories, 

and present site facility problems which make INEL inappropriate as a site for treatment and either temporary or permanent storage. of additional SNF.  

* Minimize receipt of waste from other sites.  

A similar logic has to apply to programs which would involve shipping 'waste from other sites to INEL It is true thatINEL has facilities and skills that could be used 

to address waste problems at other sites. Certainly, many in the community would welcome 6e jobs.and income' which'such programs would imply.  

On the other hand, many waste treatment dctivities would result in some materials that are probably not appropriate for permanent storage in Idaho. For that 

reason, we are very reluctant to see INEL accept a major role in processing waste materials from other sites-at least uitila permanent storage site isiavailable.  

"e Support aggressive site deanup 

We had hoped that the draft EIS would provide the breadth and depth of analysis needed to make the right decisions for restoring the environment that has been 

damaged by past actiities at INEL, and properly managing the wastes that are stored at the site. The document fails to meet that expectation. The EIS fotuses 

' :nstead on the receipt and storage of many additional shipments of highly radioactive SNF at INEL, at the expense of any comprehensive treatment of alternatives 

r environmental restoration and waste management at the site itself. The environmental restoration and waste management alternatives specific to INEL, for the 

most part, contain components that are unreasonable or unrealistic. None of them matches what DOE really plans to do or should do. No rationale is. provided 

for why particular-proje'ts were considered in some alternatives and not in others. The likely result of such a process could only be a mix and match of parts of the 

various proposals.-frustrating the opportunity for meaningful comment on the environmental acceptability of future management alternatives at INEL'



We strongly support an aggressive cleanup of the INEL site and c6ntinued development of technology to accomplish. this cleanup. Budgetary constraints make it 

imperative that the most hazardous sites be addressed first, but economics should not be used as an excuse to avoid cleanup of wastes that pose a hazard to rea

sonably likely uses in the long-term future. Site practices may need further improvement to avoid aggravating existing waste problems or creating new ones. Much 

. this cleanup may occur on-site to minimize transport, and it may be necessary. to temporarily store the resulting materials on-site, even though some of them 

.-.:i. y be inappropriate for either temporary or permanent storage over the Snake Plan atquifer: 

Failure to consider Shoshone-Bannock tribal interests.  

The draft EIS was prepared without signif'ant consultation with the Shoshone-Bannock Tribe.. DOE policy recognizes the sovereign status of Indian tribes and 

requires the Department to consult with tribes before iaking actions that may impact tribal interests and rights. The'tribe has a number of serious concerns that are 

not adequately addressed in'the EIS, several of which are"histed below.  

The Hazardous Materials Transportatioh Act authorizes Indian tribes as sovereignsto regulate the transportation of. such materials across their lands. Under. this 

authority, the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes have enacted ordinances regulating the transportation of SNF across the- Fort Hall Reservation. This.issue of regulatory 

authority, completelyign ored in the EIS; is-of special concern to the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes.because most shipments of SNF converge~at and cross the Fort Hall 

Reservation, regardless of direction and mode of transportatibn. .  

"The EIS also fails to adequately address the impacts of alternatives on -the many cultural sites.with possible significance to the Shoshone-Bannock Tribe. Apart from 

the admission* that as many as 57,000 cultural sites exist on the reservation, there has been no comprehensive inventory, and. no systematic assessment of the 

effects which the various alternatives might have on these sites, It is not acceptable to defer such studies. until after decisions have already been Made.  

"CONCLUSION 

We agree with the assertion made by Governor Andrus in his testimony on August 25, 1994, that the SNF and INEL EIS both fall short and go beyond what is needed: 

"First of all, the INEL Environmental Restoration Waste Management Impact Statement is noi comprehensive. It does not provide an adequate descrip

tion of ongoing activities and operations at INEL. Nor does it provide enough detail for us to evaluate the impacts of past, present, and future DOE 

activities." 

"Second the Programmatic EIS on spent nuclear fuel goes far beyond what Judge Ryan required for the INEL environmental impact statement. That is,.  

the Programmatic EIS looks at the.nationwide issue of where to store the total inventory of DOE speni nuclear fuel over the next 40 years. It does not.  

focus on the concern that Idaho raised in the lawguit, namely whether INEL is a suitable site for the continued receipt of Navy spent nuclear fuel and 

fuel from Fort St. Vrain, Colorado." 

"...Nowwhy did they do this? Is DOE trying to tell us that we should think of INEL and the storage of all DOE spent nuclear fuel in the same breath? 

That is certainly the message I get." 

We too feel that the draft EIS does not address the right questions, nor does it provide sufficient and accurate enough information for the public to make reasoned 

decisions. For these reasons, we disseht from the position adopted by the majority of the INEL Specific Advisory Board on these issues.  

Joel Hamilton, Brett Hayball, Chuck Broscious, Beatrice Brailsford 

Dated September 14, 1994



Environmental Management Site-Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

RECOMMENDATION: 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY-OWNED 

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL STRATEGIC PLAN 
"June 20, 1995

The Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory Board for the Idaho-National Engineering Laboratory (EM SSAB-INEL) provides the following recommenda

tion in response to the three questions posed in the draft !OE-Owned Spent Nudear.Fuel Strategic Plan. The Board's response to the three questions are cross

referenced to the attached document "EM SSAB-INEL Spent Nuclear Fuel Strawman Questionnaire Results," which summarizes SSAB member attitudes and posi-' 

tions on the more overarching concerns of SNF policy.  

1. Should DOE-owned SNF be placed in the first geologic repository? 

Generally our answer is yes. Howevir; we feel that the plan is deficient in several areas, 

* The Strategic Plan needsato articulate more dearly the technical and political realities of opening the first geologic repository, and'the anticipated lim

its at this site on space available for DOE-owned SNF. The report'should also address considerations related to a second geologic.repository, such as.  

timing, politics, and cost.  

S* e document should include contingency plans which address what happens, if repository sites are not approved or are delayed. These plans .should 

""'include discussion of the full rafige of possible contingency altematives, presumably including treatment and aboveground retrievable storage.  

* The plan needs to address in greater detail the process of determining waste acceptance criteria and identifying the actions necessary to bring DOE-.  

owned SNF intocompliance with those criteria. We recognize that NRC has not yet defined such criteria'.  

.T1he plan needs to address what will happen with any DOE-owned SNF that is not scheduled to go to a geologic repository in its present form.  

. We encourage DOE to continue the process of updating the SNF inventory.  

Related SNF strawman questionnaire results:

* . #3.  
#4 
#5 
#10 
#11• 

* #12 
#15 
#21 
#22 

#23 
#24.  
#25.

R&D for better, safer, faster and morecost-effective handling, processing and storage of SNF.  

We shouldn't tell another state what to do.  

On contingencies in event no permanent solution is in sight.  

Want.assurance that SNF will be moved to a geologic repository.  

Effect of actions on search for a permanent repository.  

Doubt permanent solution is achievable..  

•SNF should be retrievably stored for future domestic or defense use.  

Get on with decision on second repository.  

Don't spend money to store SNF - use it beneficially.  

Quickly'decide on permanent repository.  

National problem requiring national solution.  

Need for contingency plans.

2. Should new interim storage facilities belicensed by the NRC? 

The SSAB concludes that such facility licensing by NRC should occur. There are several bases for this recommendation as follows: 

• There is experience and expertise in NRC and its contractors in the areas of storage and design and handling of SNF.  

Since the NRC.wili license permanient disposal of DOE SNF, it is probable that the necessary characterization and validation technologies used by the 

licensed commercial facilities will be required for DOESNF. Therefore, it makes sense to handle SNF in interim storage the same way as will be 

required for final disposal.



* The commercially accepted NRC licensing procedure, including public involvement and technical review of the adequacy of DOE interim storage 

facilities by NRC would be useful. The Board is.concerned with the necessary integration of all applicable regulations and orders into a streamlined 

process, and the effect of such independent technical reviews on the public accessibility of the licensing process.  

a.i. The proposed DOE licensability review using a SNF dry storage demonstration project to define the cost, schedule and technical implications of 

potential NRC licensing makes sense.  

These recommendations are supported by Board responses in the strawman questionnaire

: #3 R&D for better, safer, faster and-more cost-effective handling, processing and storage of SNF.  
#5 On contingences in event no permanent solution is in.sight.  

#8 On SNFstorage vulnerabilities.* 

#013 Oh properly funded interim storage.  

#19 .-Assure short and long-term safety and well-being of workers, the public and the environment in processing and managing SNF and 

hazardous waste..  

3. Should some DOE-Owned SNF be regulated under RCRA? 

The SSAB feels that the information contained in the DOE-Owned Spent Nudear Fuel Strategic Plan is inadequate for the Board to form a qualified opinion on this 

question.  

The document states: "Prelimiai• valuation indicate that only a small fraction of the many types of DOE-owned SNF may potentially exhibit the 

characteristics of a RCRA hazardous waste" and further states "process knowledge or more specific ongoing evaluations will be required to completely 

resolve the. issue" 

* The SSAB-INEL recommends that. DOE. proceed with su•h evaluations asthe question is premature until the evaluations, are completed 

The Board exercise questions which may provide guidance are: 

#1 Use INEL resources/knowledge base;.  

#3 R&D for better, safer, faster and more cost-effective handling, processing and storage of SNF.  

#6 Continue clean-'Up of existing SNF where current knowledge indicates that problems exist.  

#18 Continue dean-up and upgrade SNF storage ai INML to address existing problems.  

-#19 'Assure.short and long-term safety and Well-being of workers, the'public and the environment'in processing and managing SNF 

and hazardous waste.  

Reference is also made to the SSAB-INEL recommendation on the STP relative to RCRA.



Environmental Management Site-Specific Advisory. Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

RECOMMENDATION: 

PROPOSED NUCLEAR WEAPONS NONPROLIFERATION POLICY 

CONCERNING FOREIGN RESEARCH REACTOR SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 

June 20, 1995 

The Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory Board for the Idaho Nationat Engeering.Laboratory (EM SSABINEL) recommends Management Alternative 

1 as the preferred alternative for the Draft nvironmental Impact Statement on a Proposed Nuclear Wepons Nonproliferation Polic Concernine Foreign Research 

ReactorbSent NuclearFuel.  

.One minority perspective to the recommendation of Alternative 1 is articulated below, and one minority perspective is articulatedwithin the alternative. Both are 

written in italics.  

Alternative I proposed that theUnited States should accept and manage foreign research reactor (FRR) spent nuudear fuel (SNF) containing uranium of U.S, origin.  

The Board recommends'this alternative with the following caveats: 

Any. appropriate spent fuel containingthighlyý eniched uranium (HEU) andlow enriched uranium (LEU)•would be accepted only for a period of ten 

years.... .. .. .  

S.. Developing nations would be subsidized, but the United States would charge a competitive rate to other nations for FRR SNF management activities.  

-The aluminum-based, and TRIGA (Training, Research, Isotope, Geneial Atomics) FRR SNF would be managed atthe Savannah River Site and the 

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.  

"Minority perspective provided by one Board member, In taking aluminum-based and.TRiGA SNFfrom other countries the Board should 

encourage involved/appropriat federalagencies to negotiate with countries regarding acceptable storage of FRR SNE, or absorbing SNF into their 

existing reprocessing streams 

• The United States would take title to the SNF at specified ports of entry.  

. . Regularly scheduled commercial ships should be used tb:provide marine transport of the FRR SNF.  

* Once in the United States' possession, ground transport should take place by rail or highway, not by barge..  

* Dry storage technologies should be used as often as possible, especially in, any new construction' 

* Near term chemical separation, blending HEU down to LEU, should take place in the United States, but only at facilities currently performing activi

ties of.this nature. No new reprocessing activities should be initiated, and only the FRR SNF should undergo blending down to LEU. No domestic 

fuel should be reprocessed.  

The EM'SSAB-lNEL also urges continued focus on a permanenit geologic repository. The Board has also submitted to DOE arecommendation on the SNF and INEL 

Draft EIS. The comments. in that recommendation regarding the management and transportation of SNF remain applicable., We urge the DOE to-refer to that rec

ommendation as well.  

* Minority perspective provided by one Board member: .  

"I support a mo �fled Foreign Researcb Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel Environmental Impact Statement No Action Alternative whichb inludes onrite storage of SNF 

at the facility of origin, and absolutely no reprocessing. The proliferation threat discussion is like listening to a couple of old farmers arguing over wbether to 

shut the barn door after the bosesahave run oau Solutions to radioactive waste management, will never be developed uniless the generators bear full responsi

bility for health, safety, and costs of permanent disposal in the country of origin. MAoreover, without this responsibility, the're will be no incentive to stop generat

ing more radioactive waste.  

DOE failed to present a credible Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Managembnt Environmental Impact Statement for current SNF inventories. The fundamen

talflaws in the EIS are recognized by US District Court, wbicb quickly issued an injunction:againstadditional shipments to INEL upon request by tbe State of 

Idaho. These two management plans are inextricably related and.both contain the same fundamental flaws, not the least of wbich is DOE's denial that signifi

cant quantities of SNVF is dumped in shallow land burial at the Radioactiive Waste Management Complex"
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En'ironmentaI Management Site Specific Advitory Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

"RECOMSE ATION:- N 

• INEL -SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL M.ANAGEMENT PLAN DOCUMENT 

"Ju"ly 16, 1996 

INTRODUCTION 
The Environmental ManagementSite Specific Advisory Board to. the Idaho National Engineering 

Laboratory (EM SSAB-INEL) met with Departm.ent of Ehergy (DOE) and Lockheemd Martin 
Idaho Technologies (LM1TCO) perso.nnel during tis July 16, 1996' rheting of the Board in Idaho 
Falls. Following.detailed presentation and-discussion, the EM SSAB-INEL developedthe .  

following recommendation to the DOE and LMTTCO. The recommendation was consensus-based 
and it was reached. unaminnou•sly.  

'OVERVIEW 

The EM SSAB-TNEL has made. recommendations and/or'studied numerous documents and issues 
regarding the management and disposition of spent nuclear fuel over the past.21 months. During" 
that time individual Boardý members and..the Board as a whole have questioned how. all these...  
planning*documents and related-agreements (such as the SNF:and INEL ERPWMEIS/ROD, WM 
Programmatic.EIS/ROD, Foreign Research Reac6tor EIS/ROD,.Electroometallurgical Treatment.EA,• 
S ettlement Agreement, etc.) are integrated to- proide, a description of a program to maniage spent 
nuclear fuel 'throdghout the United States and specifically in Idaho.: 

f-.e INEL Spent Nuclear Fuel Management Plan document should be viewed as a positive attempt'.  
to provide for Idahoans and others- one document that~captures the programmatic, path forward and.  
outstanding issues for managing spent nuClear fuel- at the INEL based on decisions -made in other • 
documents, including those already subject to or cuirrently undergoing National:Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) public -processes.. .

Recognizing the difficulty.in developing an integrated document, the.Board appreciates DOE's and 
* LMITCO's efforts to. produce this document and communicate its 'objectives to this Board and to 

the public at large. The following recommendations are in response to questions asked of the 
Board at its May meeting.. These qulestions are: 

' Is the EIEL Spent Nuclear Fuel Management Plan providing the level of detail:necessary to 
faciliiate informed reviews by stakeholders? ' ....: 

" Are there any recommended improvements the INEL Spent Nuclear.Fuel Program can make to.: 
further define or convey the progranmmatic path forward? 

fq .. •r 1 . .en P lan ?--..° .. . . it. -- .;.  

• * Wh�at level of public input is appropriate for the INEL Spent Nudler Fuel Management Plan? 

..0 What avenues wOuld be most effectiv .in working with the public?



RECOMMENDATION 

(Related Board commfents from the May meetihg follow each.statement in. italics.) 

. 1. Whilethe Board members found this.to be a difficult document to read, follow, and • '.~unde~rstand,. the presentatiori made• by AlHoskins, LN.M[TCO, at the.MayBa-meig.  

.larifiedn many items of the Plan and should be incorporated in ftiture drafts. Iit addition to 
"-following the specific suggestioisý made in 2-5. below, other si"..plificdtiofns to the document. will enable citizens to bettercomprehend its..scope and-function. One suggestion

S -is to develop, a simplifiedversion based on.the suggestions made aboye for public, 
distribution, leaving the. full.document as one that is ava.ilable upon.request. Aniotheriis to.  
revise. the: document in.order to simplify and clarify information. For example, the Board 
"found the May meeting presentation to be much more effective.in..creating understanding 
regarding document scope and objectives than any -review of the docu-meht itself. DOE.  
might consider capitalizing on that inf..mation an approachin sharing.plan-related 
informatidn with the public.  

Board member comments:. - .. " 

" Watch cor mix in illustrations for those who are color-blind -" 
Reduce acronyms. . . . . . ... • . . .  

..2.. Provide a clear, simple statement of Oiirpos6.at, the start of the documentt; pointing out that 
.- the pathforward isgtiided by decisions made in- other documenits (Recorcts of Decision,.  
Settlement Agreement, etc.)." Specify those areas, where *uestions remainand future 
decisions are subjeinput, involvement, and agency decision-making 

(multipurpose containers,. final disposition, etc.).....

The.scope of the issue and.the document has been best described anid putitnto .6ontext by 
the flow charts and graphs presented by Al Hoskins, LMIUTCO, to. the Board at its May 
meetingc. Similar visual materials should be incorporated- to put the document and its issues 
into a national and local context.  

Board. member comments: 

* Need "whble"picture 
, .. User friendly. .  

.. Nation.wide vs. site specific. " " ' " " 
. 3, • The introduction should include agraph/chart showing quantities and types of spent nuclear 

...... fuel, coupled.with a similar.graphicindicating associated.vulnerabi-lities to provide a visual 
orientation to the scope of the program at the INEL... Quantities. listedin.a user friendly 
format, as depicted in the May:ptesentationto the Board, are more0useful toThe general 
reader. ' .. " .. . .

. Board member comments:. " " .  

"" Need comm onplace comparisons ....  
* SNF comparisons 
• Entire INEL 
. Pictures of typical types offi.el. with "man for size perspective



Dry/wet storage pictures 

-Simplification of charts 

... Volume of each SNF stream.  

' 4. The SNF quantities, types and vulnerabilities and how'they are mnnaged need to be 

addressed. Flow charts depicted in the May presentation to the Board can help. readers 

visualize the path forward for" thesematerials. DOE should consider using a-key to link 

activities to decilsion-mnaing documents (Settlement Agreement, for example), regulations, 
.and/o-regulating agencies. .

Board member comments: 

• . Clear lines of accountable implementation.  

.Liceensing concerns NRC/DOE 

* Time line- especially withflow charts 

.Show-INEL total system analysis 

Relationship between NRC & DOE & DNFSB 

. Milestone -dates emphasized . .  

S'. " o. Relationshipbetween. different agencies/programs/governments". ".  

• Prombte working relationship between different agencies/programsigovemrents 

S: o Complexity of various SNF.stream.treatments.  

5. - Clearly.identify impediments to achieving the ultimate objective for spent nuclear fuel.  

"Identification of.these impediments, both on a flowchart and simply listed in the text, 

provides the readerinstant ideiitifia.tion of potential pitfalls and guides the.reader to areas..  

"where DOE requires additional public involvement.  

"* Board member comments:. : 

* Cost trade-offs and major cost drii.ers by stream 

* Shipping rotstetconsiderations up from pottto Lew iston 

. Reassessmniet of how (andfwhy) pay for return of FRR from countries known to have 

(officially or unofficially) nuclear weapons capabiliiy 

S-bon't need any more details in order to make a decision .  

Other Board members comments not tied:to: 1-5 aboveinclude: 

• State-wide and regional public'meetings 

Encourage open-house meetings .  

o Consider Board involvement in briefings to explain basis for recommendations ... . .  
' "(communiryforurn) ,:..  

Use fioregrapks, pie charts; pictues ..  

* Don'l need any more details in order tb make a decision.
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' Environmental Management Si.te. Specific Advisory Board ý- daho Nitional Engineering Laboratory 

REOMMENDATI-0N: 

..ENVIRONMENITAL MANAEMNT FISCAL YEAR, 1998:.
UnTEGRATED B'UD GET PPIOP..RITIZATIONI 

.November. 15,.1995.5

* '. ... * NT.ROIMCTION.  

* The E*nvironmental Management Site -Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National Engiern 
''LaIboratory'(EM SSAB-E{EL} met on November 14-15, 1995 in Idaho Falls, Idaho.

oloing presentations- ad. discussi6ns- with Departmieftt of En~ergy;-Idaho Operations Office.  
* (DO-ID)and ockheed Martin.Idaho Techniolog'ies (LNEET) personnel regardinig'thd' . .'.  

strategy -for. prioritizing activities, for the Environimental 'Managemnent (EMN) Fiscat Year 

*19.9 (FY98) budget and as described in the draft INEL' EM Prioritization. IPT 'Repoit o *.  

N11ovember8 195, 'the B Erd pricipated in a faiiaed, Posesu-uilding process- throug 

which the -followin.g..recom'mendaton' iwas developed and unanimulyaote...' . ..  

'The B3o-ýarsd suge~tsthat DOEt-I]D and LMIfT incorporate th rinciples tricul.ated. below. into.  

.'the HiNL's- developmnent of criteria-for prio ritizing act vitiesý, The'Board's piinciples have ..  

b-een prioritized in descent'ding o'rder, .with. the most 'impor~tan~t p~rinciple listed first*:. ~ 

. ECONNINDAT N.. . '. *' 

The Environmental Mangm t StSpcfcdvoyBodtohedho '14ational 

'Engineering' Liboratory -has -made eleven recommendations to, the Dlpartm'6nt. of Ener'gy...  

ldaho Operti~n Qffce. (DOE-rnI) describing t perspectiyes.on DOE activities.. Within .  

thoserecomendation exist overarching principles n~ 4Nrhich' the oarfespoiy 

-programnmatic,.and budget decisions should'be mnade.: A .recommendation pn the EM FY98.  

Prioritization List shoilld articuilate'and integrat6 those.Board'principles. which are 'essential, 

to....making. priori-tiz~ed deci-s n ion's. 'i odir to give DbOE a more, subs .tanitive opplniofl:on the.  
- . roritizatiot b specific- proje~cts, the & ost effetive' way would be to go, through the 

prioritized list project by poject..' 

I .;1 Risk-Based Prioritization.-..The EM SSAR-INEL. advocate's'the use of risk as. a basis

for setting priorities at the, E4EL. 'The Board also recommends 'that..the D.OE. o'ds dolar' 
and e~ffort'to ensure that environmental reiinediatibn and waste .manag .ement .activities' 
udera'a ddressing th4e iqos§t prfss .ing risk is'silies'first.' Ensurq that enViionmha, 

cultural, public, 'and 'worker- safety measures are ,in place as-the work is pursued. `Relatively ' 

'inco'nsequent tial waste and. waste streamns 'ought'to. receivei'att .entiofl only after. significant. and ' 

-high iisk wastes ar'e trae. e .~ 
I 

2 nteozrat~ion., The.Boar~d encourages -the D)OE -to mIake de-cisions fi~toring in -risk,.  

cost bud et relte,. q~lry..requiremen~ts, viability of inkiova.tive techo~i~ n 

ultimately .theý abilt to~onlt h ih~~r~iy~sks as.exp~ditiov~sly'as possible.  

S 3..> Environimental' Protection.' The EM SSABJN\EL -1 onsiders'protection of the Snake 

River Plain-Aquifer a paramou~nt concern. -C6ntiniied fedea manaeeto h iei 

antici~paied, with no res idential development; Agricultural deV lopment should be limited. to

r.



.•azing. Cultural resources on site must be preserved. These standards should be factored into 
. decisions related to environmentat remediation and waste management.  

4. (tfe): Core Competencies. The EM SSAB-TNEL is concemed about the long term- viabi lity.  

"of the INEL in mreeting .its'waste management and environmental remediatioa mission, 

including research and development to meet. the needs of the EM program. - Spekifically, as 

.described in 'the following:. maintain IEL techhiacal core competencies required to conduct -

the'research and dev.elopmenit in science/engineering and applications, todevep new .t 

* .technolQgies and. facilities;" and assure th're is.an. appro'priate mix of personnel With expertise 

and knowedge of the existing facilitý dperating cha•acteristics'. d a to. prese6,e -the

-institutional memiory. of th'e agngINi',EL facilities. DOE should also support new research- bnd 

' development'initiatives to deveiop afuture industrial base when cIeanup is completed.''.  

* .4.(te)Fiscal Management. The'EM SSAB NL recognisththe EL is. amnong.th 
cleanest DQE sites in the complex. :The Board does noý want the 1NE-L and theStateof . .  

' Idaho to- be penalized fodi its better'management and technical practices by receiving fewer': 

dollars to implement the activities required at-the;.-EL. The. ENM.S$AB-ThTEL encourages....  

the D.OE to invest, iN mEL capabilities;. Whether through- technology." development,. continiuied.  

integration efforts or.•rivatiziation, for'the benefit of the restfof the compex and -the 

.country in solving nenvonmxental' restoratioxi, waste 'imanagententandý techlioiogy

de~velopment issues. The Board l6elieves that a.DOE g6al shcild .e to keep costs at a level *.  

comparable to.that incurred by the prNivate sector for'similar a:cýtvities. ' 

5. Nti-" .onal Waste .iosal Solution;- The-DoE O nusm-agu essiveI" p[ursue. asoiutioa to..  

-lecatinrg and activating a tational repository, otfi for current and future .needs, A solution to 

":this national- probem. mist be spearheaded by DOE Headquarters as the•"appropriate federal 

agrency in this matter , 

6 .. .. Public Involvement. The EM SSABINEL encourages con tinued publictivolvement 

early and .throughoutthe decisibn-making acti0vities. itf the . The Board encourages. the 

" DOE to remain responsive to public. concerns. and implement genuine public involvement..  

'.activities, as well:as -advise the public as cleanup and remediatibn are a ccbmplishe 
. .. ; . - . . .. .

C
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Environmental Management Site Specific.Advisory Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

S* RECOMMENDATION: 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEINIENTFISCAL YEAR 1998 
INTEGRATED BUDGET PRIORITIZATION 

March 20, 1996 

INTRODUCTION 

"The Environmental. Management Site Specific Advisory Board to -the Idaho. National.
Engineering. Lab~oratory (EM SSAB-INEL) met with Department of Energy (DOE) and 
Lockheed Martin Idaho Technologies (LMIT)personnel during its March 20, .1996 meeting 
of the Board in Idaho Falls. Following .detailed presentation and discussion, the EM SSAB
DTEL developed the following.rrecommendation. to. the DOE and LMIT. The 
recommendation was consensusi-based and it was reached unanimously.  

RECOMNENDATION 

On November.17, 1995, and January. 17, 1'996, the EM SSAB-INEL provided 
recommendations to DOE and L MIT on the. progress in budget prioritization. A..' 
presentation was made on March 20, 1996, which. further. updated this progress -and responded 

"-to earlier Board concems. The Board.would like to extend congratulations to- Enoch Miles 

and Lori Fritzi D.OE-ID, and To Ferguson, LMIT, for-an excellent presentation. The Board 

has increased confidence in the budget prioritization. due: to the improvements and" 
"clarification made to the process. The use of personnel from multiple programs and support 

organizations (for.example, the Murder Boards) has, we believe, led to a more defensible 
budget.  

For future presentations, the-Board suggests the Prioritizationi Criteria graph should be 

amended. Just as the Mission -and the Environment, Safety and Health columns are detailed, 

.we suggest the Regulatory Compliance column be divided.into a) .liability for. non-compliance 
and b) risk factors.  

The Board endo~rses the'accelerated cost concept, especially pursuing the AcceleratedHigh 

Level Waste Immobilization Plant. -The Board feels that accelerating this projectwill ensure 

compliance with the Settlement Agreement sooner and at an. estimated $ B- life-cycle'cost 

reduction. We also support early. reduc.tion in mortgage costs whenever possible. The Board 

is interested in assuring that the necessary Research and Development (R&D).is adequately 

funded for developing new technologies. R&D efforts should be focused and integrated ..n.  

order .to avoid duplication of technologies being developed elsewhere.  

We have several concerns including: 

1. The potential for the DOE-ID budget to bear the :cost of1tansporting Foreign Research 

Reactor. fuels. Developed nations should bear all cos.ts rethted to return of U.S. originated 

spent fuel from their countries.  
2. We encourage further examination of construction projects 'With the goal of elimination 

or reduction in scope in order-to achieve cost savings.  
3. We continue to support the development of and funding for an INEL visitors center at 

Experimental Breeder Reactor-I, and that DOE-ID pursue the possibility of interagency 

and intergovernmental support for this endeavor.



4. We encourage DOE attention to the budget implications of liabilities due to regulatory 

non-compliance in light'of recent State of Idaho legislation .emlodied in the 

"Enironmental Audit Act.  

Again, we would like to emphasize our appreciation for the thoroughress and qua-lify of 

today's EM budget pri-6ritiZation presentationi. "

t¸



Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

"FISCAL YEARS 1999 AND 2000 BUDGET REQUESTS 

INTRODUCTION 

The following recommendation is submitted to the Department of Energy's Idaho Operations Office 
(DOE-ID) as the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) Citizens Advisory 
Board's (CAB) comments on the Fiscal Year 1999 and 2000 Budget Requests.  

DOE-ID recently asked the INEEL CAB to provide input that the agency could use to support its efforts 
to develop budget requests for the INEEL for Fiscal Years 1999 and 2000. The agency presently expects 
(based on budget targets provided by the Office of Management and Budget) that funding levels for the 
two fiscal years will be insufficient to stay in compliance with laws, regulations, and agreements, 
including (but not limited to): 

* The Idaho Settlement Agreement; 
• The Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order; 

( . The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).  
- The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
° Signed Records of Decision that result from compliance with CERCLA and RCRA; 
0 The Hazardous Waste Management Act; 
* The Clean Air Act; 
* The Federal Facility Compliance Act; 
* The Clean Water Act; and 
* The Safe Drinking Water Act; 

The INEEL CAB has been involved in numerous compliance decisions that have resulted in significant 
cost-savings and increases in efficiencies. It appears unlikely that many more significant cuts can be 
made without affecting the site's ability to staying in compliance.  

Executive Order 10288 requires federal agencies to submit budget requests that will allow full 
compliance with all applicable enforceable laws, regulations, commitments, and agreements and with 
voluntary actions (like the Voluntary Consent Order). It does not allow agencies to "pick and choose" 
among compliance commitments.  

The budget targets provided to DOE-ID by DOE-HQ would not provide adequate funding to meet DOE's 
compliance commitments to the State of Idaho and the Environmental Protection Agency. The INEEL 
CAB rejects the concept of choosing between compliance commitments with regard to the INEEL and 
urges DOE to submit budget requests in compliance with Executive Order 10288.

RECOMMENDATION #38 MARCH30. I99�
MARCH 30, 1998RE.COMMENDATION # 38





Environmental Management Site-Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION: 

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY • .. DRAFT SITE TREA~TMENT PLAN 

December 7, 1994 

INTRODUCTION.  

The Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (EM SSAB-INEL) met December 6-7, 1994 in Idaho Falls and 

developed their recommendation on the INEL Draf Site Treatment Plan (DSTP) after having studied the plan with the assistance of Department of Energy Idaho 

Operations Office (DOE-ID) and.Loctheed Idaho Technologies Company (UTCO) personnel. The meeting was facilitated and the recommendation was obtained 

via consensus and it was unanimous.  

OVERVIEW 

With the assistance of DOE-ID and L=ITO staff, the board confirmed the following assumptions regarding the DSTP. These assumptions were utilized in the devel

opment of the recommendation.  

1. That the plan is mandate by FFCA to ensure compliance with RCRA " 

. 2.. That all hazardous and mixed wastes are uniformly regulated by RCRA regard!es sof risk and volume. DSTP addresses only mixed waste (mixed waste is waste 

* it is both hazardous and radioactive).  

3. That the DSTP was prepared based upon RCRA compliance and not on cost/benefit or risk analysis: That selection of treatment. technologies and implementa

tioh time will be dependent upon the DOE's negotiations with the State of Idahb.  

4. That the DSTP has identified treatment technologies for each waste stream and additional improved technologies may be developed.  

5. That the schedule for mixed waste treatment is driven by' the FFCA, negotiations with all parties, and the DOE budget. 

6. That this.plan requires some integration with other DOE Sites, states and tribal governments, and that such rnational coordination will be difficult.  

7. That the State has the overall lead and will decide how much public involvement it wants during niegotiations. (Further clarification will be forthcoming from the..  

State of Idaho via Steve Hill,.INE. Oversight ex officio).  

8. That waste, treated'or otherwise, will require storage for an unknown amount of time and that disposal decisions have not been made..  

RECOMMENDATION 

COST 

In the present national budget climate it is apparent that funding for treatment of mixed waste at the INEL is presently, and will continue to be, limited to some 

-tent. Consequently, it is urged that the DOE prioritize the INEL Site Treatment activities on the following basis: 

a Initial expenditures should be applied to treatment of those wastes that pose the highest risk to site workers, off-site citizens, the aquifer, and 

air quality.



• More of the present and near term expenditures should be applied to actual treatment as opposed to a continuation of waste and waste stream 

characterization of very low risk and very small volume wastes.  

Waste treatment should be conducted in the most cost effective manner possible to meet regulatory standards; consideration should be given to priva

tization of as much of the effort as possible; and relatively inconsequential wastes and waste streams should receive attention only after the significant 

and high risk wastes have been treated.  

RISK 

The Board is aware that the.SiteTreatment Plan must meet the'legal requirements of RCRA. Within RCRA constraints, the Board believes that the actual site treat

ment should be risk-driven and closely related to the potential impact of the specific waste. A dear" delineation of risk ensuresthe implementation of necessary 

treatment.  

Therefore, it is recommended that DOE consider the following tenets in regard to the INEL Site Treatment Plan, 

E Each waste o'r waste:stream should be evaluated on the basis of its quantity, physial state, hazardous and radiation comphonents, and ultimately, the 
"* • risk. to site workers, the general public the aquifer, and air qualityto determine the schedule for mixed waste treatment requirements. Th% evaluation 

"" should form the basis for DOE's recommendadtons'tb the State of Idaho for scheduling expenditures.  

S:Risk-based evaluations should be.cohtinually-applied at various steps in the treatment process to assure that limited funds are applied first to the treat

" ment of waste havifig the highest risk.  
Ex in •ran .' er rtbeadrtivbefr .Th fomfrh a 

Existing treatment technologies should be utilized whereer reasonable to put the waste into a 9table and retrievable form. The form.for t 6 

should not'be driven by the anticipated acceptance criteria or timing of a national repository..

"PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

From a broader perspective than, the DSTP, but engendered by its review of this document, the&INEL SSAB has some comments on the public involvement process 

utilized by the DOE. It is crucial that the site.workers, locaL residents, tribes, and. other.stakeholders know what is being done, including the. State's.involvement..  

Your attention is therefore directed to the following concerns.  

-* All practical av'enues; including an Executive Summary and the use of public involvement professionals nd technical experts, should be used to.  

info.rm the public of the key aspects of the. Site Treatment Plan and other related plans.  

. .As cleanup and treatment proceed and remediation of waste problems is actually accomplished, advise'the.public on an ongoing basis.  

Provide a brief but clear road.map of docunment integration'to make it clear how various plans are interconnected and how-they interrelate with 

national plans. " 

* Avenues should be provided to allow the public to be. involved in-subsequent actions, induding the ConsefitOrder negotiations.



Citizens Advisory Board W ,Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION 

DOE "Focus on 2006" Discussion Drafts, 
"Contractor Report to the Department of Energy on the 

Environmental Management Baseline Programs and Integration Opportunities (Discussion Draft)" 
and the DOE-ID EM FY 1999 Budget Priorities Document 

July 16, 1997 

INTRODUCTION 

The INEEL Citizens Advisory Board has studied, evaluated, and investigated the proposed 
actions of the Department of Energy relating to the budget planning for waste management and 
cleanup of the INEEL site and the entire DOE complex and provides the following 
recommendations. For ease in review, the recommendations are made on specific program 
planning documents. However, more than one document may be germane to the 
recommendation.  

RECOMMENDATION 

The Board is concerned that budget distributions to the various sites are apparently not 
compliance and risk driven, but are scaled to some arbitrary historic allocation, which refutes any 
argument that there is any "unifying vision (that) will drive budget decisions, sequencing 
projects and actual actions taken to meet program objectives," as stated in the Focus on 2006 
Plan vision. An example of this arbitrary allocation is the INEEL allocation of 6.8% of the $6.0 
billion budget and 6.9% of each of the $5.5 billion and $5.0 billion budgets. This appears to the 
INEEL CAB as an abrogation of the responsibility EM has to determine allocations based on 
compliance and risk. The CAB also notes that neither the $5.5 billion or $5.0 billion cases 
provide sufficient funds for INEEL to maintain compliance with the Settlement Agreement or 
other enforceable agreements in FY 1999. DOE should recognize and emphasize the 
relationship between the "Focus on 2006" plans and budgetary decisions.  

The INEEL Board does not believe that the environmental damage done to the various sites or 
existing potential hazards are the same at each site. DOE Headquarters has the opportunity and 
responsibility to integrate a regulatory compliant, risk driven program of envxironmental 
management. It does not appear to have taken that opportunity or responsibility, but has backed 
away from managing the program by providing arbitrary goals for reducing support costs, 
obtaining project improvements in expenditures, and achieving annual productivity 
improvements.
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The INEEL Board believes such goals may be worthy, but does not believe they should be a 
universal standard for high and low risk sites and programs, for varying degrees of compliance 
requirements, or for unequally efficient Management and Operating (M&O) operators.  

Therefore, our recommendations are as follows: 

1. In its next version, the 2006 Discussion Draft should 
a. Be more cleanly structured for ease of review, and should be clear, concise, and 

consistent, integrating information from the individual site and other DOE planning 
documents.  

b. Delineate the regulatory and compliance drivers for budget distribution project-by
project and site-to-site along with the consequences of non-compliance.  

c. Describe accurately the highest risk to lowest risk programs at each of the DOE sites 
and show how the budget allocations are reducing these risks by 2006. Risks to be 
included are environmental degradation, worker and public health and safety, and 
risks to future generations.  

d. Provide a clear and consistent basis for the anticipated cost savings site-by-site based 
on existing program (or project) costs (both direct and indirect); demonstrated support 
or overhead cost saving achieved to date since FY95; and the basis for support cost 
reduction. The Board currently believes that DOE has arbitrarily established the 
performance enhancement targets, which include the support cost reduction to 30%, 
and achieving annual productivity improvements of 3.5 percent for definable projects 
and 6.0 percent for operations. DOE should be more realistic in defining its goals.  

e. When privatization is purported to be 30 to 50 percent cheaper than M&O cost type 
contracts, explain the consequences for failure to fund privatization to the $1 billion 
level requested in FY 1998. For INEEL, this would be the initial increment of $671 
million total for the AMWTP and SNF dry transfer in FYs 1998, 1999, and 2000. In 
the absence of these funds, the Settlement Agreement Milestones cannot be met.  

f. Explain precisely how the funding is anticipated to be provided to assure the TRU 
pits and trenches cleanup will be accomplished.  

g. The Board supports the schedule in the "Focus on 2006" Discussion Draft to issue the 
EIS for the ROD for the INEEL HLW activities in 1999. However, the Idaho 
Settlement Agreement has overall goals that may be achievable by using other 
technologies for treating HLW (e.g., calcining). The State and DOE are urged to 
explore the most cost-effective and efficient ways to meet these goals when 
completing the EIS.  

h. Include a concise definition of what is included in the referenced ',equity 
considerations" and explain the potential options for achieving eqhity among sites.  

2. The Contractor Complex-Wide Integration effort and report is applauded as the first effort the 
INEEL Board has seen in the vital area of attempting to convert the national EM Program 
from an accumulation of numerous narrowly focused site specific problems to an integrated 
program to resolve key issues. The INEEL Board stands ready to support such an effort in 
the nation's best interest, so long as it can be done while protecting the citizens and 
environment of Idaho, which we believe is not only a must, but doable. In the interest of
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furthering the complex wide integration effort, the Board offers the following comments and 

advice.  
a. We believe the approach and strategy are excellent. The document offers an excellent 

comparison of alternatives based solely on technical capability. We urge DOE to use 

and support the purpose and findings of the document and expand the scope to other 

DOE programs.  
b. We believe the various TRU initiatives, including transportation initiatives and 

consolidation of TRU waste from sites with small inventories to sites with greater 

inventories is logical, although it will require careful planning and execution, public 

and states involvement, and regulatory negotiations.  

c. We believe equity (transfers of waste for treatment, storage, or disposal) should have 

greater significance than relatively minor dollar savings.  

d. The overall savings of $1.3 billion in enhanced TRU management should be pursued.  

e. The $300 million savings in MLLW appear to be based on logical premises and 

should be implemented to the extent possible. Since DOE is moving toward NRC 

regulation, the "De Minimis" level might be adopted from the BRC (Below 

Regulatory Concern) level developed by NRC in the late 1980's.  

f. The $400 million in LLW savings appear reasonable.  

g. In the area of Environmental Restoration the suggested actions to save $600 million 

are logical, cost effective and have minimal, if any, environmental, public, or worker 

impact and should be implemented to the extent possible.  

h. The HLW program changes and savings of $18 billion are the most impressive and 

are worthwhile investigating. The issue of disposing cesium and strontium in Idaho if 

INEEL HLW is shipped to Hanford will require state to state negotiations between 

Idaho and Washington.  
i. The $3 billion cost avoidance at INEEL to close the HLW tanks may be of less 

concern to stakeholders than to the State of Idaho regulators, but will be considered 

by the Board in its HLW considerations.  

3. Although the following partially duplicates comments provided by the CAB on the "Focus 

on 2006 Discussion Drafts," they specifically apply to the INEEL Budget Priorities Summary 

for Fiscal Year 1999. The Board recommends: 

a. The INEEL EM program should be funded such that achieving compliance with all 

legal, regulatory, and Settlement Agreement requirements and minimizing risk are the 

primary drivers. The funding should also be adequate to avoid anticipatory breach of 

compliance in future fiscal years. The Board is convinced that neither the INEEL 

allocation proposed in the $5.5 billion nor in the $5.0 billion DOE EM budget are 

adequate to meet this requirement.  

b. It is vital that privatization funds, or their equivalent, be added to the Base Budget to 

support the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project on the previously agreed 

schedule or a major portion of the Settlement Agreement will be compromised. The 

Board finds this to be unacceptable. DOE is responsible to allocate sufficient funds to 

support all Settlement Agreement commitments, including high-level waste
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treatment, spent nuclear fuel storage, and the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment 
Project, even if the privatization funds are not authorized by Congress.  

As in previous recommendations, the CAB recommends DOE ensure consistency among the 
"Focus on 2006" Discussion Drafts and other DOE planning efforts and pursue options to 
increase efficiency and effectiveness. In addition, the CAB suggests implementation of good 
recommendations made by independent groups. In the past, some highly-prestigious, national 
commissions (e.g., Galvin) reviewed DOE sites and programs and suggested how DOE could 
operate more efficiently. These are mentioned in the DOE Strategic Plan as "Past 
Achievements," although the recommendations were not largely implemented. Where 
appropriate, DOE should implement the recommendations that would help EM achieve 
accelerated site cleanup and long-term cost reduction.  

The CAB also urges DOE to open both the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant and the Yucca Mountain 
repository. While the WIPP opening has again been delayed, and Yucca Mountain has yet to be 
approved to open, the "Focus on 2006" documents and other site plans are providing for disposal 
of waste according to criteria based on these locations. Much time, effort and money has been 
spent on treatment and planning transportation routes, when the repositories are not guaranteed to 
open and waste acceptance criteria are still being debated. In addition, there are no contingency 
plans in place for disposal of TRU and HLW in the event that the locations do not open. The 
CAB believes a more rational approach would include full identification of optimal solutions for 
each waste stream before finalizing the planning details.
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Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

RECOMNMNDATION 

INEL TEN-YEAR PLAN 

September 18, 1996 

INTRODUCTION 

The Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory Board to the Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory (EM SSAB-INEL) met with Department of Energy (DOE) personnel regarding the 
INEL Ten-Year Plan during the July 16-17, 1996 meeting. Board members attended a June video 
conference and an August stakeholder forum featuring Al Alm, DOE Assistant Secretary for 
Environmental Managemenit, both of which focused on the EM Ten-Year Plan. The Board 
developed the following recommendations td DOE-ID on the INEL Ten-Year Plan at the September 
17-18, 1996, meeting.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

While recognizing that all cleanup will not be accomplished in 10 years, the Board endorses the 
concept of an accelerated 10-year cleanup schedule and recommends that the proposed activities 

( outlined in the INEL Ten-Year Plan receive full funding to bring waste management and cleanup 
activities to a rapid conclusion. Specific recommendations regarding various facets of the INEL 
"Ten-Year Plan are given below.  

Settlement Agreement 

The Board agrees that the Settlement Agreement provides strong funding justification for 
accelerated waste management and cleanup at the INEL. The Board continues to be concerned that 
a threat to the aquifer comes from the storage of 1.8 million gallons of liquid radioactive waste, 
containing several million curies of radioactivity. The Settlement Agreement supports an 
accelerated schedule for conversion of this liquid waste to a more stable form. The Board strongly 
supports this 50 percent schedule acceleration for liquid waste stabilization, with the completion 
date moved from 2075 to 2035. The Board also supports the acceleration (from 2018 to 2015) of 
removal of large quantities of plutonium (i.e., transuranic, or TRU) wastes from over the aquifer 
and out of the state.  

Spent nuclear fuel (SNF), has been stored, handled, processed, managed, and controlled safely 
and efficiently at the INEL for more than 40 years. Due to concerns of the state's residents and 
officials, the Agreement states that in 1999, spent nuclear fuel will begin to be converted from wet 
storage to safer and more dependable dry storage. By 2023, all fuel will be in dry storage and by 
2035 - 25 years earlier than previously scheduled -- all existing SNF will be gone from Idaho to a 
permanent repository. The Board strongly endorses this improvement.  

The Board also endorses the guarantee that none of the 92,000 shipments of commercial nuclear 
fuel the government must begin accepting next year will ever come to Idaho.  

Recommendation on IN'EL Ten-Year Plan 
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The Board recognizes that there are some concerns: 

The financial penalties are not excessive, and DOE could determine it is easier and more cost

effective to pay the fines rather than adhere to the Agreement.  

° The Agreement specifies enforceability by the federal court, which can sentence federal 

officials to jail and can award financial damages to Idaho if DOE fails to meet the Agreement.  

However, history shows that the federal courts side with the federal government and there is 

concern that if milestones are missed, the terms of the Agreement may not be enforced. Also, 

the Agreement does not collectively address the interests and concerns of other states, such as 

Nevada and New Mexico, that are candidates for permanent waste disposal. Idaho could 

become a de facto repository if no permanent disposal site is established.  

The Board endorses the Agreement, but cautions that it will only be successful if DOE complies 

fully with the terms stated. The Board expects and recommends in no uncertain terms that DOE 

meet each established milestone.  

Integration and Timing 

The Board recommends that the Ten-Year Plan realistically define a path forward for cleanup at EM 

sites and become better integrated at all levels, both site and complex wide, to avoid duplication of 

activities and facilities. The Board is concerned that the site plans are not adequately incorporated 

into the national plan based on the current timetable, particularly since the site plans are due to 

DOE Headquarters the same day the national plan is scheduled to be released to stakehblders.  

Where specific milestones in the INEL Plan are dependent upon the schedules of other facilities 

such as the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant and the Yucca Mountain repository, contingency plans 

should be provided. Where the Oak Ridge plan states that wastes or SNF will be sent to the T",EL 

for "long term storage," for instance, the Board expects itself and the citizenry of Idaho to be kept 

ully informed by DOE as to how, or whether, this fits *ijj tdoe .SNF EIS and the LNEL Tern-Year 

•V'Plan. Where it is stated that "6,700 kilograms of enriched uranium would be ... shipped offsite".  

or "treat and ship transuranic and low-level (including mixed wastes) offsite" from Rocky Flats, 

the Board requires clarification of what "offsite" means to INEL.  

Privatization 

The Board recognizes that privatization may be problematic given the complexity of activities and 

contractual requirements at EM sites. The Board does support privatization where it will reduce 

costs and eliminate duplication of effort/activities in the governmental system. The Board urges 

DOE-ID to maintain the appropriate technical knowledge base at INEL as essential support to the 

privatized activities. The Board recommends DOE-ID examine the potential life-cycle costs and 

activities associated with privatization and demonstrate the basis for economic benefits prior to 

moving forward with specific initiatives.  

Waste Minimization and Pollution Prevention 

The Board recommends that DOE-ID capitalize on waste minimization at INEL. Waste 

minimization efforts can and should span the breadth of programs from treatment and disposal of 

currently existing waste, minimization of current waste streams, and planning for future waste 

streams that will come from decontamination, decommissioning, and environmental restoration 

activities. An integrated program of waste minimization and pollution prevention should be 

developed and explicitly incorporated into the Plan.  

Technology Development and Treatment 

Recommendation on INEL Ten-Year Plan 
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The Board has consistently encouraged DOE-ID to continue to develop and improve technologies 
to complete waste management and environmental remediation tasks more efficiently and cost 
effectively. The Ten Year Plan must offer a clear rationale for the technologies currently being 
planned for development. The listing of "iNEL Identified Needs Prioritization" contained in 
Appendix A does not articulate the needs of the Plan to support its accomplishment. For example, 
"Removal of Undissolved Solids from Tank Waste and Dissolved Calcine" is a mechanical 
separations issue which has traditionally been resolved by the use of centrifuges. This does not 
appear to warrant development of a new technology. The Board recommends that the "needs" 
listing be clearly defined, justified, and prioritized, and realistic budgets and schedules developed 
promptly.  

The Board also recommends that DOE-ID accelerate the treatment of various waste streams to: 

1. Stabilize and remove the highest risk liquid waste at an even faster rate than that in the Ten-Year 
Plan 

2. Ensure that waste and spent fuel are in the most stable form possible for future storage, 
transportation, and/or disposal 

3. Optimize the options, schedules, and life-cycle for disposal of all waste streams. DOE should 
also accelerate evaluation of newer technologies for the possibility of waste minimization and early 
achievement of final waste forms. An example might be the remaining sodium bearing liquid 
waste that is legally a mixed transuranic waste and may be eligible for disposal at the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant after stabilization rather than at a high-level waste repository.  

The Board applauds DOE for the far-sighted Ten-Year Plan with the accelerated timetable.  

Recommendation on INEL Ten-Year plan 
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May 1, 1998 

John Wilcynski 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Idaho Operations Office 
850 Fnergy Drive, MS 1203 
Idaho-Falls, ID 83401-1203 

Dear Mr. Wilcynski: 

The attached is submitted by the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 
INEEL Citizens Advisory Board (CAB) as our recommendations and comments on thc U.S.  
Depatrtment of Energy's (DOE) Drc ftAcceleratbig Cleanup: Pacths to Cl)osure document. We 
reviewed both the national volume and the INEE[, site-specific volumes of the Paths to 
Closure document in preparing this submittal.  

A total of 59 specific recommendations comprise it organized into 9 broad categories.  
Several of the specific comments and recommendations are directed at DOE's Idaho 
Operations Office, while others are more appropriately directed at the department as a whole.  
We trust you will convey them all appropriately.  

The submittal was approved by consensus on May I, 1998, following significant effort on our 
part. Board mcmbers participated in a total of 15 committee conference calls and a special 
meeting in April to develop this recommendation. Those effcirts were supported extensi'vely 
by DOE-ID staffand their efforts are greatly appreciated.  

The Board looks forward to DOE's response to this recommendation.  

' Sincerely, 

Charles M- Rice, Chair 

cc: James Owendoff, DOFi-HQ 
Martha Crosland, DO.-lHQ (EM-22) 
ILarry Craig, U.S. Senate 
Dirk Kempthorne, YI.S. Senate 
Mike Crapo, U.S. Hbuse of Representatives 
Laird Noh, Chair, Idaho Senate Resources and Environment Committee 

yer Golden C. Linford, Chair, Idaho House of Representatives Resources and 
Conservation Committee 
Dolores Crow, Chair, Idaho House of Representatives Environmental Aftairs 
Committee 
Linda Miuam, Chair, INE M, CAB Focus on 2006 Committee 
Gerald Bowman, DOE-ID 
Kathleen Trever, State of Idaho INEEL Oversight 
Wayne Pierre, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region X

Jason Associates Corporation - 477 Shoup Avenue, Suite 20 • Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Phone - (208) 522-1662 Fax - (208) 522-253 1 
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Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Final Recommendation 
Drqft Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Clyosure Docu ment 

INTRODUCTION 

The Idaho National .Fnginecring and Environmental Laboratory (INEEI.) Citizens Advisory Board (CAB) 
commends the U.S. Dcpartment of Energy (DOE) for producing the Drf./i Accelerating Cleanu.: Paths to Closure 
document (hereafter called Paths to Closure), An integrated approach to managenment of the environmental 
management (EM) program across the entire DOE complex has been needed, This document represents a good first 
step.  

The INEEL CAB appreciates DOE's efforts to respond to public comments on previous versions of the document.  
Attachment B to the [NEEL-specific volume of the document provides a uscful tool for communicating with the 
public about the comments DO received on the previous version of the document and how those comments were, 
addressed in this revised version. We understand that site-specific volumes for other sit"s did nor include a similar 
attachment.  

The INFEL CAB commends DOE on its obvious efforts to communicate the nature and extent of the problems 
addressed by the FM program. Appendix A in the site specific volume for the INFEL offers a concise presentation 
ofappropriato and necesia-y information to help stakeholders understand the complexity of the program. The 
"football field" diagram (Figure I of the INE.I. site-specific volume) helps stakeholders visualize the volumes of 
waste products managed at the site. We also appreciated presentations provided by DOE personnel on the 
document as they allowed an enhanced understanding of how the INI.EL's RM. program fits into the overall picture.  

We do have concerns about and recommendations on both the national and the INEEL site-specific volumes of the 
document which are presented below. They were formulated based on our understanding of the programs as 
described in the document and other information provided to the Board to support our review. While most of the 
points raised in this recommendation have application tor the entire DOti complex, we have included site-spe.cilic 
examples To illustrate our points where appropriate. Each specific recommendation appears in a bolded typefaice 
and has been assigned a number to assist in tracking.  

C LOBAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

(G-1) In order to achieve a fully-integrated approach, the INEEL CAB recommends that DOE incorporate 
waste streams under the auspices of other DOE programs (outside the EM progrnm) into the Paths to Closure 
document. Such waste streams should be portrayed on the baseline disposition nmap.s, as well. For example, the 
"wastes managed by Argonne National Laboratory - West (ANI.-W) should be included in the Paths 10 Closure 
document.  

(G-2) The IN EEL CAB recommncads that DOE add a diagram (similar to the football field diagram) to each 
site specific volume of nhe Pathts to Closure docunttct depicting wastes by their level of radioactivity. Such a 
diagram will enhance the stakeholders' understanding of'the nature and extent of DOE's stewardship 
responsibilities at eacl DOE .site.  

RECOMMENDATION # 41 April 30, 199-' 
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(G-3) The IN EEL CAB recomnmend.x that DOE integrate the management of the entvironmental re.tor-atiozi 
(ER) program with the management of the weste management (WM) program to tile extent possible. In 
addition, the wastes depicted on FR program baseline disposition maps should be incorporated into the other, 
relevant maps for each site. For example, low-level wastes (LI.W) that result from implementation u" the LK 
program at the INFET should be managed in the same manner as LLW under the auspices of tile EM prograrn at thi 
INFEI, and they should appear on the INEEL LI.W Baseline Disposition Map.  

(G-4) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE add improved descriptions to the document for all projects
such as Navy project -fnot under the auspices of the DOE EM program. This is especially important for all 
projects that LXOE is or will be reliant upon in complying with enforceable laws, regulations, agreements, and 
comm itments.  

(G-5) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE prepare annual progress reports on activities and 
accomplishments under the Accelerating Cleanup program in addition to periodic revisions to the document.  
Such progress reporting should occur in coordination with other annual progress reporting, such as elltorts at Tile 
INEP., to support the Site Treatment Plan. The Annual Accelerating Cleanup progress reports should document 
progress toward meeting commitments made in the 1998 Paths to Closure document. The annual progress reports 
will ensure that stakeholders are able to more fully understand program continuity.  

(G;-6) The INEEL CA13 recommends that DOE pursue waste minilmization efforts to the extent practical. Thle 
manner in which waste minimization effbrts will be applied at each site should be included in the descriptions of the 
sites in the Paths to Closure document. The descriptions will allow stakeholders to develop an understanding of 
how such efforts contribute to the responsible management of the EM program. Tllie Annual Accelerating Cleanup 
progress reports (see Recommendation G-5 above) should include in Frmiation on the effectiveness of waste 
minimization efforts.  

(G-7) The INEEI, CAB recommends that DOE provide a better explanation of and more fully integrate the 
concept of programnmnatic risk throughout the Paths to Closure document. The document should allow 
stakeholders to develop a better understanding of how progrummatic risk alfects management of the program.  

(-8) Thie INE1I1, CAB recommends that DOE develop strategies for minimizing programmatic risk plans 
for those prirjects with the highest prograiumnatic risks. We further recommend that DOE develup 
continigency plans for the same projects In ease the preferred path forward cannot be implemented. The Draft 
Paths! to Closure document assumes that Yucca Mountain will be available as a waste repository, but it lacks a 
contingency plan should the facility fail to open. tlhe Annual Accelerating Cleanup progress reports (see 
Recommendation G-5 above) should identify new ebntingency plans developed as a result of problems experii:need 
in implementing the commitments in the 1998 Paths to Closure document.  

(G-9) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE present funding nceds in a way that will allow stakeholders to 
understand when funding shortfalls would exacerbate the programmatic risks. That information will enhance 
tile public's Understanding of how important alquate funding is to the DOE's ability to fulfill its commitments and 
mission.  

(G-10) The INEFI, CAB recouimends that DOE delineate all enforceable compliance requirements and the 
budgets necessary to comply with those requirements for all DOE site in the natiounal volume of the Parhis to 
Closure document. While comparable information may be available in each of the site-specific volumes, that 
presentation does not allow for comparisons among sites.  

(G-I 1) The INEEL CAB recomnmends that DOE consolidate the summary information for each DOE site In 
Appendix E of the national volume and eliminate Chapter 3. The splitting of site sumnmaries between Chapter 3 
and Appendix F, does not serve any useful purpose. It could also be misconstrued to mean that the sites in Chapter 3 
are preferred to those in Appendix E, even though there is a disclaimer in the text.  

RECOMM[ENDATION k' 41 April 30, [998 
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(G-12) The INI4EEL CAB recommends that DOE apply tile concept of mortgage reduction to further identify 
potential for achieving economies within the program. "T'he concept should be explained better and integrated 
more fully into the document.  

(G-13) The [NEEL CAB recommends that DOE clariry its definition of"closurc" as it is not well 
communicated in the Draft Paths to Closure document. It is not clear if closure means completion of the EM 
program at a site or closure of the site altogether. The term "critical closure path" similarly needs clarification.  

(G-14) The INEEL CAB Insists that DOE take measures to ensure that cleanup will continue at the INEEL.  
The schedule in the national volume of the Draft Paths to Closure document indicates that INEEI. will be the last 
DOE site to be cleaned up. The INEEI. CAB is concerned that means that cleanup of the INEFt. is of the lowest 
priority to the Department. As departmental funding will surely decline over time. we fear that the INEEL will 
never be cleaned up. Such an outcome would be completely unacceptable to stakeholders in Idaho.  

(G-15) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE develop and present its plans for coordinated intersite 
handoffs of waste and discuss these plans in thle Paths to Closure document. For example, the baseline 
disposition map for Spent Nuclear Fuel at the INEEL shows an ultimate disposition for INFEEL-SNF- 10 being a 
"handoff to the Navy," yet provides little infortnation about that handoff.  

(G-1 6) rhe INEEL CAB recommends that DOE add descriptions of the decsion-maklng process that will be 
used to select the ultimate disposition For each of the waste streams that are designated with "To-Be
Determined" (TBD) dispositions on the baseline disposition maps. The description should include a list of 
candidate alternatives being considered in the decision-making process and identify the schedule for completion of 
the process.  

(G-17) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE identify and aggressively pursue technology development 
and deployment efforts needed to support cleanup and closure activities. Annual Accelerating Cleanup 
progress reports (see Recommendation G-5 above) should report performance milestones for technology 
development and deployment.  

BIJDGE°" RECOMMENDAATIONS 

The INEiEI. CAD recognizes that the Draft Paths to Closure document is neither a decision document nor a budget 
document. We do recognize how important the document will be in establishing policy with regard to the programs 
portrayed, however. As a result, we have several recommendations with regard to die budget implications of the 
document that are discussed in this section.  

(13-i) The INEEL CAB insists that all budgets presented in the Paths to Closure document mu.4t reflect 
adequate budget and work scope to allow full compliance with all enforceable laws, regulations, agreemcnts, 
and commitments as required by Executive Order 12088. TLhie INFEL CAB has been told that budget targets 
provided by DOE-.IQ will not allow for full compliance with all laws, regulations, agreements, and commitments at 
the INEIL. This is unacceptable. The DOE must request sufficient funds ror full compliance.  

(11-2) The INEEL CAB recommends that life cycle cost estimates presented in the Paths to Closure document 
should be calculated Using one consistent approach for DOE-Headquarters and all field offices.  

(B-3) The INEEL CAB recommends that the Paths to Closure document provide more (Wtailed cost e.stimates.  
For example, we would appreciate an explanation of the variation over time (e.g., the peaks and valleys) for all life 
cycle cost estimates provided in Appendix A of the lNEI'.lL site-specific volume. In addition, stakeholders anid 
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representatives of the State ofIdaho's INEEL Oversight Program should be kept inflarned about the INLUEL cost 
estimating process, as appropriate.  

(B3-4) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE establish and implement a charge-back system across the 
complex as soon as possible for charging all generators for treatment and disposal services. For example, 
Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W), the Naval Reactors Facility (NR.), and others should reiniburse the 
INEEL for costs associated with treatment and disposal of wastes; generated at their facilities.  

(B-5) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE identify the compliance milestones that would be achieved 
and those that would.be jeopardized under baseline and target budget scenarios for the entire complex in the 
Paths to Clos.fre document. The annual Accelerating Cleanup progress reports (see Recommendation G-5 above) 
should clearly identity how changes in target budgets will affect the Department's ability to comply with regulatory 
obligations at each site.  

(B-6) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE provide plans for funding In the event that adequate 
privatlzation funds arc not provided. This will be especially important for future projects that must be 
implemented to meet compliance milestones which ar: reliant on privatization lunding. INEEI. examples that 
concern us include the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project and the interim dry storage for Spent Nuclear 
Fuel.  

(B-7) The INFEL CAB reconmmends that DOE identify budgets for all unfunded mandates as soon as 
possible. We are concerned that unFunded mandates jeopardize the budgets for all projects. One example is the 
Foreign Research Reactor (FRR) project at the INEEL. Annual Accelerating Cleanup progress reports (see 
Recommendation G-5 above) should include information on program performance that allow a comparison between 
what each site is expected to do over the year and what it was unable to complete as a result of unfunded mandates.  

(B-8) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE provide a better explanation of the differences in costs and 
schedules presented in Exhibit 2-10 of the Palh&" to Closure national volume. (The exhibit illustrates how the 
Draft Paths to Clo.ure document differs from the previously released lPcus on 2006 discussion Urcift.) We noted, 
for example, that DOE' now predicts that Savannah River-Site will be cleaned up much more quickly than it was 
thought a year ago, with little added cost. By contrast, Oak Ridge will be cleaned up a little more slowly, but the 
cleanup will'bce significantly more costly than ,previously thought. I lanford and Rocky Flats will be cleaned up 
more quickly and for loss money, The pattern is not apparent and the oversimplitied explanation is not very helpful.  

LOW-LEVEL WASTI. PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIO•NS (41(J-q3 

The INEEL CAB submits the following recommendations with regard to the low-level waste (L.I,W) program as it 
is portrayed in the Draj? Path I/a Closure document.  

(LLW-l) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE clarify the strategic direction for the LLW program by 
promptly Issuing the LLW Record of Decish)n (ROD) for the Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (PETS) for the WM program. Timely completion of the ROL) will not only allow for resolution of the 
"TBD dispositions for specific wastes in the LLW program, but will also allow for more e'ficient and responsible 
management of the overall progrum.  

(LLW-2) The INEEL CAll recommends that DOE-ID conlinue disposal of LLW at the Subsurface Disposal 
Area (SDA) only [f it is consistent with the final remedial action selected for the SDA under the ER program.  
If the final rem'nedial action selected for remedintion or'the SDA will involve removal of LLW from the SDA, 
disposal of I,LW should not centinue at the SDA and DOE should make provisions for interim storage.  

RFCOMMENDATION # 41 April 30, 1998 
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(LLW-3) The (NEEL CAR recommends that DOE-ID continue its plans to close down disposal or contact

handled LI,W at the SDA by 2006 and remote-handled LLW disposal at the SDA by 2008.  

(LLW-4) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE-ID develop contingency strategies for contact-handled 

WLW disposal at ]NEEL after 2006 and remote-handled LLW disposal at INEEL after 2008 in case 

appropriatc oft-site disposal sites are not available.  

(LIW-5) The INE1EL CAB recommends that DOE consider the possibility of managing LLW under a 

strategy based on the duration of the radioactive waste hal-lives.  

(1oLW-6) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE develop a contingency strategy for LLW treatment in'case 

the agency is not able to favorably resolve the current litigation with Waste Control Specialists. This litigation 

could threaten the agency's ability to ctntract for LLW treatment at a commercial LI.W treatment facility if the 

litigation has not been resolved by the time the Waste Fxperimental Reduction Facility (WISRF) shuts down as 

planneud in 2003.  

MIXED 1,OW-LEVEL. WASTE PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

The TNEEL CAB submits the frllowing recommendationis with regard to the mixed low-level waste (MLLW) 

program as it is portrayed in the VreJ? Path.y to Closure document.  

(MLLW-I) The INEEI, CAU recommenids that DOE clarify the strategic direction for the MLLW program 

by promptly Issuing the MLLW ROD for the PEIS for the WM program.  

(MLI,W-2) The INEFL CAB recommends that DOE develop a contingency strategy, including funding 

requirements, for treatment of MLLW in case the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project (AMWTP) 

does not proceed us presently scheduled.  

(MLLW-3) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE develop a contingency strategy for MLLW disposal in 

case the agency is not able to favorably rcsolve the current litigation with Waste Control Specialists. This 

litigation threatens the agency's ability to cdntract for disposal of MLLW slated for disposal at a commercial 
Subtitle C disposal facility.  

(MLLW-4) The INEEL*CAIJ recommends that DOE-ID upgrade and maintain the WERF In an operational 

state as long as the facility Is cost-effeetive, it can be permitted, and it can be operated safely within 
regulatory guidellne& Due to the difficulties involvcd in permitting new incineration facilities, 1)OU is urged not 

to shut down WIERF until a viable complex-wide alternative is operational.  

HIIGH-ILEVEL WASTE PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS [T Tv') 

"The INEEI. CAB submits the following recommendations with regard to the high-level waste (HLW) program as it 

is portrayed in the Dra/ft Paths to Closure document.  

The INEFI, CAB pretaces their recommendations on the HLW program by noting that the INEFI I ILW Baseline 

Disposition Map presently portrays the program baseline. An EIS tbr the I-ILW program is ongoing and will 

evaluate alternatives that may be preferred to those in the baseline and may be selected in the ROD. For example, 

grouting the low-activity waste back into the tanks may not be supported by the ROD for the FIS. We requesz a 

continuing opportunity to review the status of the HI.W EIS along with pertinent supporting docuimentation.  

RECOMMLNDATION (/ 41 April 30, 1998 
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(TlILW-I) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOi'-ID continue Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA) permitting activitics for HLW processing (Including the calciner) so that the specific EIS alternative 
ultimately selected for inclusion In the ROD can be implemented with 1o delay ill thie program. Any delays 
would reduce DOF's ability to comply with the Idaho Suttlement Agreement.  

(HLW-2) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE resolve the question concerning sodium-bearing waste 
categorization and ensure that the resolution Is consistent with the laniguage in the Idaho Settlement 
Agreement.  

(KLW-3) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE clearly distinguish HLW from sodium-bearing waste and 
MLLW throughout the Pat/is to Clasaure document and on the INEEL HE4W Baseline Disposition Map. The 
map states that the INI.EL h.s 10,000 it' of IILW. Our understanding is that 4,000 rni of calcine meets the legal 
derinition of HIW, whereas the balance (about 6,000 in') does not meet that definition.  

(HLW-4) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE-ID consider alternatives to its decision to cnlcilne. While 
calcininig reduces short-term risks, it doesn't appear to make sense to calcine the renmLaining 1.4 million gallons of 
sodium-bearing liquid waste and then dissolve the calcine prior to treatmenlt.  

(HLW-5) The INEWL CAR recommends that the budget presented in the Patis to Closure document fior the 
INEEL HLW program be reconsidered. There is an apparent disconnect between the budget presented in the 
draft document and what is currently budgeted for the HI -,W program at the INEET.. The budget should be 
consistently presented.  

"rRANSURANIC WASTE PROGRAM RrCOMMENI)A'IoNs t 
The INEEL CAB submits the following recommendations with regard to the transuranic waste (TRU) program as it 
is portrayed in the Drq/? Paths to Clusure document.  

(TRU-1) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE develop contingency plans it ease any one or combination 
of the rollowing conditions cannot he met--mall of which are necessat'y to ensure that the TRU program will 
meet the tetn'ris or the Idaho Settlement AiTeement: 

The Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) must open as planned and DOE must resolve any legal actions 
filed against the facility promptly, 

WIPPE must get a RCRA Part B Permit to allow acceptance of those TRU wastes at the INFFL that have 
hazardous components, 

Funding for the AMWTP must be adequate (regardless of the future of privatix,.tion funding), 

The WIPP enabling documentation and the WIPP waste acceptance criteria (WAC) must be changed to 
allow For the disposal of all TRU wa'site to which DOL holds title (without regard to point of origin) and all 
wastes that are managed as TRU waste by DOE (because of comparable health and safety risks), and 

DOE must give INELL priority for receipt of the available TRUPACTs (shipping containers cer'tilied for 
the shipment oFTRU wastes) if the number of those containers will limit the ability to support shipment of 
TRU to WIPP in accordance with the schedule outlined in the Idaho Settlement Agreement.  

(TRU-2) The INEEL CAU recommends that DOE-ID develop a contingency plan for treatment of'TRU waste 
in the SDA in ease the contract option for the AMW'I'P is not exercised.  

RECOMMEN DA''ION #i 41 April 30, 1998 
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(TRU-3) The TNINEL CAB recommends against building duplicate processing facilities for TRU watste at 
"other DOE sites as we feel such construction would constitute an unnecessary expense. In order to limit tile 
number o' shipments to the INI,'El to the extent possible, TRU waste that call be treated at the site or 
generation should be.  

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

The IN[IEL CAB submits the following recommendations and one comment with regard to the wastes resulting 
from cleanup efforts conducted under the LR program as portrayed in the Drqft Paths to Closure document.  

(ER-I) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE-ID conduct ER projects across the INEEL and within each 
waste area group (WAG) at the INEEL in accordance with a prioritization based on the risks that are posed 
to human health and the environment.  

(ER-2) The INEE[, CAB recommends that DOE-ID develop its ER budget at the INREL on a conservative 
basis to provide assurance that the total volumes can be managed responsibly. We are not confident that the 
volumes listed for the various waste streams resulting from the ES program are accurate nor that the budget 
estimates ror the program awe accurate for out-years.  

(ER-3) The INEEL CAB recommends that the Ptths to Closure document Include cost estimates for the 
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study and Remedial Action of the Tank Farm Soils.  

(ER-4) The [NEEL CAB recommends that DOE based cost estimate for cleanup of Pit 9 In the Paths to 
Closure document on DOE-ID's estimate of costs for remcdiation under the contingency plan. The cost 
estimate presently reflects the fixed-price privatization contract that is tinder dispute. We are concerned that the 
$132 million that was set aside for tile privatization contract Far remediation of Pit 9 will not result in effective 
cleanup.  

(ER-5) The INEET, CAB recommnetds that DOE use a planning scenario of 100 years before residential land 
use will occur in the vicinity of existing facilities at the INEEL. We support the planning basis that would 
prevent resid:ntial use lir 100 years. That planning basis should be uniformly applied throughout the IN.EL.  

In addition, we otter one comment on the ER program as it is portrayed in the document. The IN EEL CAD is 
uncomfortable with the plan to continue pump-and-ircat operations at Operable Unit 1-07B at Test Area North as a 
long-term solution. We look forward to the results of the trcatability studies currently being conducted to identify 
remedial alternatives. We are hopeful that a remedial alternative will be identilied that will be less costly and more 
cfYective than the putnp-arid-treat operation.  

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

The INEEL CA3 submits the fbllowihg recommendations with regard to the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) program as it 
is portrayed in the Draft Paths to Closure document.  

(SNF-I) The INEEI, CAB recommends that DOE develop a contingency plani In case it Is not possible to.  
implement the present plan for procurement, construction, and licensing of SNF dry storage facilities li time 
to meet the commitments in the Idaho Settlement Agreement.  

(SNF-2) The INEEL CAB recommends that the section on the IN EEL's Integrated SNF program be 
rewritten. It presently lacks sufficient detail to provide the reader with an undcrstanding of the Dry Storage Project 
(privatized or otherwise.). Thle technology development required for Ihe "dry interim storage and preparation for 
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offsite repository disposal" is not described. It is also unclear what the "new privatized diy trn'sfer system and 
" modular storage facility" is and how it fits into the Dry Storage Project.  

(SNF-3) Thc INEIL CAB recommends that DOE provide adequate funding for privatization projects 
suppurting the SNF program. We arc concerned about the future availability of funding for privatized projects.  

(SNF-4) rhe INEEL CAB recommends that DOE develop contingency plans in case lawsuitl threaten Its 
ability to meet compliance milestones. In particular, we are concerned about the impact friom lawsuits related to 
the FRR project.  

(S.NF-51 The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE develop a contingency plan In case there is no repository 
available to receive all of the SNF from of Idaho by 2035 in accordance with the Idaho Settlement Agreement.  

(SNF-6) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE-ID develop a contingency plan for sodium-bonded fuel at 
ANL-We.st In case the current research and development efforts fall to identiry an effectivc treatment 
technology that is acceptable to stakeholders.  

BASELINE DISPOSITION MAl1 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The INEFL CAB makes the following recommendations with regard to the baseline disposition maps: 

(BDM-I) The INEEL CAB requests that DOE (I) modify the baseline disposition maps to reflect it's own 
review and incorporation of non-technical considerations (Including regulatory, political, equity, and 
stakeholder considerations) or (2) DOE issue an explanation to the SSAB chairs as to why those 
considerations did not impact on the waste dispositions portrayed on the baseline disposition maps previously 
released In the Contractor Report to the DOE on Environmental M'anagement Baseline Progrut, antd 
Integration Opportniltles (Contractor Report). DOE-Headquurters personnel made a commitLment to the Sitc
Specific Advisory Board chairs at the October 29-30, 1997 meeting that DOE would review the baseline disposition 
maps prepared by the contractors and incorpdrate non-technical considerations into the baseline disposition maps 
included in this revision of'this document. It is not apparent that this commitment was carried out.  

(BDM-2) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE continue to make every effort to ensure the basellne 
disposition maps can be easily understo6d by thj publi. We sutggest for example, fltat the maps do not need to 
present all of the information needed by system engineers. rhe maps should be tied to more detailed information 
for those who want it, however.  

(BDM-3) The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE provide what is known about waste forms anlu the 
expected range of volumes for "To-Be-Deterinined" quantities of wastes oil the baseline .disposition maps.  

(BDM-4) The [NEEL, CAB recommends thiat-all of the basellne disposition maps should be consistently 
designed and formatted and all hand-offs of ,'nstes within site.i and between sites should be correctly and 
consistently portraycd.  

(BDM-5) The INEEL CAB recommends that the baseline disposition maps indicate when new facilities will'be 
required to fulfill treatments depicted an the maps. The funding for new flicilities will always be less certain 
than for existing facilities.  
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Citizens Advisory Board 
- .Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION 

Environmental Documentation Process for the 
Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project 

July 16, 1997 

INTRODUCTION 

The INEEL Citizens Advisory Board has had numerous discussions, presentations, and 
committee deliberations on all aspects of the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project 
(AMWTP). Representatives of DOE, LMITCO, and BNFL have led and participated in these 
discussions, providing the Board and members of the public with a thorough understanding of 
the purpose, timing, products and costs associated with the future operations of the project.  

DOE, in considering waste stream management and continued operations at the INEEL, has 
performed and prepared appropriate environmental analysis and documentation in accordance 
with the National Environmental Policy Act, including the "Department of Energy Programmatic 
Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Environmental 
Restoration and Waste Management Programs Final Environmental Impact Statement" (SNF and 
INEL EIS) completed in 1995. This document establishes the generic management and 
environmental baselines for subsequent proposed activities and facility operations. It is our 
understanding that these baselines were assumed in the Request for Proposal for the AMWTP.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Considering the costs and time associated with full development of an Environmental Analysis 
and subsequent Environmental Impact Statement, the Board recommends DOE undertake a 
Supplement Analysis approach to the AMWTP. The Supplement Analysis should incorporate 
the non-proprietary specifics of the contract with BNFL, including other environmental 
compliance issues that are applicable. The Board recognizes that the SNF and INEL EIS covers 

analysis for a ten-year period (from 1995-2005) and the AMWTP will operate beyond that time 
frame. The Supplement Analysis should address the additional requirements for the anticipated 
operational life of the facility.  

Although not part of the formial process to complete a Supplement Analysis, the Board urges 
DOE to assure broad public education and involvement throughout the process. The Board also 
requests DOE provide a status report in September, including the results of additional data due in 
August, any non-proprietary results of the environmental analysis completed on the BNFL 
proposal, and DOE's plans for proceeding. If DOE intends to pursue amending the Record of 

Decision for the SNF and INEL EIS, the Board would like a presentation on the specific public 

involvement activities that DOE intends to incorporate into that effort.



Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory Board 

Idaho National Engineerifig Laboratory

RECOMMENDATION 

INEL LOW-LEVEL WASTE PROGRAM 

September 18,"1996 "

INTRODUCTION 

The Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory -Board to the. Idaho National 

Engineering Laboratory (EM SSAB-h-NEL) met with Department of Energy personmnel at its 

.Mk!y 21-22, 1996, meeting and received a presenttion on the disposal options for INEL 

low'-level waste (LLW). During the July 16-17,...1-996, meeting, Board members. had the 

opportuny• to - participate.-n. i various table-talks supported by Lockheed Martin Idaho 

...,.Technologies Company personneL. These .table-talks. provided. detailed information.  

regarding LLW treatmient, storage and-disposal. The Board received additional information.  

at its September 17-18:.I996* meeting and developed the following recommendation.  

'RECOMIMENDATION..  

-The Board'.was -asked to provide comments to the Departmerit of'Energy. on the current 

.INEL.low-level waste program and its components., Based on: information received'in 

several presentations to the Board, ftstrosngly recommends DOE-ID:-

. Reiategorize low-level waste -Consider stability, solubilty, ttivity and the level' 
"and/or type of radoactivity.to rcategorize.LLW. his will allow DOE-ID to manage 

the various types of low-level waste more appropriately, For example, consider the 

small am"ount of LLW_ that is. "high risk" -separately for.treatment,. storage anet disposa 
options.: The Board recommends DOE-ID dispose of all L.W a. cot-effectivel as 
possible, evaluating both on- and off-site options for treatment, storage and disposal..  

DOE-ID should utilize an integr;ated management system to efficiently balance volumes, 
.risks and costs. .  

*Integrate Environmental'Restorationl (ER) and. Waste Management .(WK'~ activities in 

order to dispose of the.radioactively contaminated lNEIL soils efficientlyand. more cOst-' 

effectively.. The Board therefore requests information and presentations from DOE-ID 
'regarding future plans for a soil repository at the INEL, including any consideration of 

* disposal of WM waste at an ER repository. .".' .  

*-Proritize and .capitalize., on pollution prevention and waste. nminirizao. in all 

operational. activities, .including D&D. activities. . Aggressively 'inplement a 

"chargeback" system to motivate generators to decrease the. volume of waste .produced.  

This incentive program ,;ould result in cost savings and assist DOE-ID in extending the 

capacity of.'the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC). Consider the 

waste minimization solutions employed in the nuclear utility industry. and examine the 
, applicability of commercial solutions to government-owned waste, including



(re)instituting worker incentive programs. Emphasize pollution prevention and 
recycling programs as a means of dealing with waste more effectively. Continue to 
emplo7 volume reduction techniq-ues, where waste generation cannot be reduced.  

4 Maximize the use and life-span of existing facilities which are already permitted, such.  
"as the disposal capacity ar the RWMC. Ifshown to be cost-effective, maximize the use 
-of the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF), extending the timeline for its 
operations, and consider a potential lease.arrangement where WERF could. continue to 
operate beyond 2003 as a private facility. At a minimum, coordinate activities at WERF 
with. activities, scheduled for the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Complex to 
maximize the use of both facilities and achieve the most cost-effective solution.  

' Clarify theL technical capabilities of the private sector and the potential costs associated
" with privatizii'g treatment of LLW and report these to the Board. Subsequently, allow 

the Board to review these issues and offer a recommendation.  

The'Board recommends DOE-ID continue to streamline activities for maximum efficiency 
and cost savings in the treatment,. storage and disposal of LLW.

C.. •
I'./V,,



JOINT STATEMENT OF THE IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD AND THE 

HANFORD ADVISORY BOARD 

September 17, 1997 
Post Falls, Idaho.  

The Hanford Advisory Board (HAB) and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental 
Laboratory Citizens Advisory Board (MNEEL CAB) have received information and presentations 
on DOE and contractor planning efforts. These have occurred during Board and committee 
meetings of both boards separately and during a joint session between the INEEL CAB and 
representatives of the HAB on September 16, 1997. Both Boards have previously and separately 
provided advice/recommendations on the Focus on 2006 discussion drafts, the Contractor-Led 
Integration Report, and the Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(WM PEIS).  

Based on the information the Boards have received and subsequent discussions among members, 
the Boards respectfully submit the following comments related to the Focus on 2006 efforts, the 
Contractor-Led Integration Strategy, and the WM PEIS: 

" Each of these efforts is based on assumptions regarding intersite transfers of waste and 
materials. It is not clear, however, that the assumptions made in each of the planning 
documents are the same or that the decisions will align. These documents appear to have 
resuited in parallel and uncoordinated tracks.  

"* The Boards urge DOE to continue efforts to develop a coordinated decision-making process 
related to intersite transfers.  

" Both Boards urge DOE to provide adequate funding to ensure full compliance with all 
legally-binding commitments, including the Idaho Settlement Agreement, the Tri-Party 
Agreement and all Tribal agreements.

We look forward to your response.



Environmental Management Site Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National'Engineering Laboratory 

RECOMMENDATION: 

INTEGRATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AT THE 
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEER-ING LABORATORY 

August 2, 1995 

-INTRODUCTION 

The Environmental.Management Site Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National- Engineering 
Laboratory (EM SSAB-INEL) met on August 1 and 2, 1995. Following presentations and discussion 
with Department of Energy-idaho Operations Office (DOE-ID) and Lockheed Martin. Idaho" 
Technologies (LMIT) personnel, the Board pairticipated in a facilitated, consensus-building process 
through which the following recommendation was developed. This recommendation was 
unanimously accepted by the. Board.' 

RECOMMENDATION 

The EM SSAB-INEL, since itinception, has sought two commitments from tie DOE-ID and its 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). contractor(s): 1i)early:EM SSAB-INEL involvement 
in the-. dvelopment of policies and plans for the- INEL; and 2)iintegration.0f DOE-ID documents, 
policies, funding.priorities, 'and clean-up activities. The recently completed-Integrated Product Team 
activity using systems engineering. to integrate environmental management activities at the INEL.  
appears, to be responsive. to the spirit of these and other EM SSAB-INEL recommendations, such as 

.. prioritized treatment of highest risk -waste in the most cost-:effective manner We commend- DOE-! 
ID and LMIT for this effort and the resulting document.  

The methodology appeirs to be a comprehensive and useful tool; assuming that the input is valid and 
that all applicable activities are incorporated. We support the: effort -to continue to apply and 
leveragýe systems integration- at.the INEL. We suggest application of a- similar approach throughout 
the*DOE complex. We especially support progress toward actual clean-up and manageiment. of the 
INEL wastes in a cost-effective manner that meets all applicable regulations and agreements as 
opposed to generating further. studies.. 'We recognize that the National Environmental Policy Act 
NEPA) process, including continuing public involvement, is -required for technology 

implementation, facility development; and changes to the .existing environmental -impact statement 
Records of Decision. This integration effort gives- a solid basis for any such changes.  

The EM SSAB-INEL believes that technical reviews- are needed by experts not involved in the study 
in addition to management.reviews. The assumptions used in this activity and the impact of changes 
in the assumptions should be evaluated, including technologies, re-negotiations of compliance.  
agreements, and privatization. Understanding this and the need to meet NEPA requirements, the EM 
SSAB-INEL supports the full treatment option as being -most cost-effective, timely, and responsive 
to public concerns.. . .  

The EM SSAB-INEL hai the following additional recommendations: - .  

All stakeholders, internal and- external, neidd to be fully involved in the development of the
environm'ental management integration strategy.



The impact of regulatory drivers (Comprehensive Environmental Response., Compensation,. and 

Liability Act and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) and NEPA requirements should be 

assessed and described. Additional options S3, S4, and S6 from the alternatives described in Figure 8 

of the report should be eyaluated to reflect the possibility of outside policy impacts, such as 

unavailability of a high level waste (-LW) repository, the absence of a .nolmigration determination 

for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant-(WIPP) and the need for additional transuranic waste (TIRU).and 

HTW repositories. The impact of reduced funding needs to be considered, including the minimum, 

funding needed to continu'e the preferred option. " 

The third bullet. on'page. 6, "Provide relief from- guidance documents and unnecessarily re'strictive 
g gand regulatory nterpretations,- needs to be-clarified in. future iterations"'fthis study to aVoid.  

the impression Of circumventing regulatory, oversight. 

All assumptions and bases., including waste quantities, need to be documentedand shown to be 

consistent with the Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement, the Proposed.  

Site Treatment Plan* and other-. current planning documents.  

... , . . -. A W N



"'- Environmental Management Site Specific Adyisory Board Idaho National Engineering Laboratory:.  

RPECO1MMENDATION: 

IDAHO NATIONALENGINEERLNG LABORATORY 
"DRAFT COMfPREHENSIVE FACILITY ANDLAND USE PLAN 

(DOE-Il10514) 

.Nvembe .15.,1 . -995 

The Bhvironm~ental Management Site Specif i ory Board.- Idaho Nat onal Eng i 

L-aboratory . INEL)me.t on November 14-15, 1995 i•Idaho Falls. Atr discussion w' ith .  

-Depaitnent of Energy- .atin Office (DOE:-ID) ad Lo"kheed Matin" Idah Techofogie" 

"(LM.T) .p.rsonn.e .. .rgdgthed...cment.and ater having discussed. the issue an" p.rev.ious . Board 

*meetinigs,. the 'Board. participated'in-a facilitated,...consensus-building prTocess through wh-ich the-:..' 

t ollo6w'ing- recommendation was daev'e~o anid..uznanimously adop-ted..-- .  

"-RECOMEND ATION .  

The- Environmental Miaigement SiteSpecific Advisory oard. to the* Idaho. Natiofal' Engin eering.  
•Laboratry (EM.SSAB-NEL)etermined that there is. a majori h banci in'. the r weisit, ginthe 
an useasectiont and the. fa iliptie s Offthe sDraft Co-IDprehdndoce. aiityind'Land Use Plan." 

.- LUPe Twenhty-nine (29)pages generally "ioutline".thenresource._.that oexist o wn the site -hile :the 

<~.t f te 41-"page docunment focuse's mpril~y. on-the existing fac-ilities and infras~tructue 'Te.  
EM' ol AB-oNEL strOinagly reconmmends; . a .t. - :.............  

. l e pa•ry Esevn thBINL)eeunique, coti atuher.i !d soatem892jo ure.i males. of. ftediralt.gion trhled., . -.-.  

I'. That -the Coinprehehrive Facili.ty.and Land Use Plan (CFLLUP) address- and beter define. the 
....iratibna'le for(. "eserving the.untique-cnfuu ra .s01ated-892:sq are miles. of fed~rall-otold 

land for future pro grams.. Thisý definitio'n should cleaily state -the need f&i Coniinuitý of its
: boundaries to ''•;o''.ide site integritý to lessen. the pos.sibility .of c6ont antfmigration.:-

:. 2. " Defne~a..priferredl..cor~e a.rea.od t n '. a ty. ha.an is.e e f r ic-fe• .. : ':.: "-.. '- 
"t-'- "' d" •. e r"- • " -.- .'-xcty " " "'" " " " d d -f ' az"" . " ' "' 

development -and what'it-will 'be used for.' This igchfdes recognizing (or at least hnot p'-ecluding) the.  

"..possibility .of nuclear energy research "as acomponent-of a.Iathge--researc mission.. The plan should- :7 .  

also address th eneed fot future waste disposal sites. . . .  
S " i " . . .. .. ."" . . • . . " . " " " " . ., .. ... ..  

3, The plan identifies many of the resource'values and constraints found 'on- the"IN EL•site but 

does not .go .ifotany detail on plan g for theirfilture use and management, ' Grazing, wildlife,..  
cultural, archaeological, minerals, endangered species, recreation,-hydrology, and others are.,-.  

.mentioned, 'but the planis silent on w-hether to-use and manage the: resburdes or to preserve: them,.  

"T-he INEL sould continIue to coordinate'its plan.igac't ities wit .those of ado0nin.'.  

.entities. .: 

5 .. Address in more6detail those polities treaties',egulationEs., statutes, and physical 

"characteristics which• affect. land usage in areas of the INEL.. Provide references Where land use is ch rctrstc. . . .fr e, .. . ., I :" 

ijmpacted (forexampe,. 100-year flood plain): Areas: wh'ere significant data gaps exist wh ch impact 

-- :d e (for-example seismology and levels of contamin.ation).should be 'dbscried.-



6. Expand the "Land. Description" and."History of Land Acquisition, Terms, a.nd Agreements" 

to rnflect the historical and current Native American presence. as legitimized b) the Fort Bridget 

T' of.1868 between the United States. and Shoshone-Barfock Tribes, DOE Order 1230.2 

("L,,,,-D Native American Policy"), the subsequent "working agreemetit,'' and Memoranda of 

Agreement with the .Shoshone-Barmock Tribes. They should be fully described in the Land Use 

.Chapter Ii as -they impose .restrictions-.on future land use development (for examp~e,.culmural and 

historic p-esorvation- sites) .' "" .- -- . , .. ... ". .. .  

'7' -.A section should be.devoted, to detailing the"Public Land Orders that-removed the land from' 

thepubic."domain and. putit undei" the jurisdictior. of the Department0o Energy (DOE). .The'-,.  

.consiaints"and inplication df.ath.Ordetr-should be. outlined. In addition, any MOUs or MOAs 
•tans 

an 

"up 
T .bol 

b" adresdh- 
..  

"pertaining to -land .management (for example, fire protectiori and rehabilt.tation) sh.oul.d bp addressed.  

S8'.;.: fieTePlai shouidbe-."aliving dodumelnt-thatincorporateS land use planning.in'plidations of 

othie related ITNEL docufinents as well'as planning based: on system intiegration 'principles across: 

programt ines. . . .  

9. . The Plan should incl.ide proposals for creativve uses of the available l'and, such as development'..  

of an1INEL:Interpretive Center- in. conunction with the E3R;lfci. Tis'couldbe an' 

Interagency ViitorqCenteý to exp.lain the various missions of ..E.. an d r th og in p.ojects: 

and research.• The facility would help' remove the cloak-of secrecy .tha.t surrunds the .'site .andinform 
.. ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ý &6mi-- . ., " : .omi in rterag ecy" standpoint,... ..  

the public -that it'is -a -"wrld class-"nuclear research fac.ilit. Also, from an interagency.standp.int

the: -surr.. ounding fedr•, .al'lands. -and their reso urces coiuld be interpteted. :This :c6u ld be .a privately-r"un 

.:center.'or a. cost-shared federil fCi-ty ....  

0 "The Boa3ird mad- a recomnmendation at4 the May.meeting that bas ic•allysupported the 15.  

"•i.....n.wichth lani..use plan was'berig based, and thie Board.added: two addition"al" ."- ."• ptions on which te an u "" • "". ... . . . . ' 

nptios and a footnote 'related toa concerns of the Tribes. In the August meeting DOE.respQnded. " 
.,, nt.o 4 

.x ""had ". . " :""' co ':oraited iii th & draft"Ian-d " 

gueia To. th eec'thr tall.ry, the Boardoscmendn tthad 's re mnt. . ....o- b.... .  
..-ei use. tot.h.•: ,.f l. .... -, -•;ec't the Board"s re~commendto..: i";.-...  

• -use plan. ~~~~~~~~~~~To.. nh. contra.y, the' draftcouma • ••,. . .. ... ,-"' -""• ""..  

Editorial Comments:' 

.P Ii:iclude docurmient sources in thltextusing orinal references not just DOE documents... -.  

'Include a" ore detailed index• 
Correct maps and labels (for ex.mple, c Clark C-ountyor the map on page -10- andprowide a.".  

clearer indication of What the floodplain map.. is).

. . . . .



Environmental Management Site-Specific Advisory Board - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

RECOMMENDATION: 

LONG-TERM LAND USE FUTURE SCENARIOS 
FOR THE IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY 

May 2, 1995 

**1. The INEL will renia.in under government management for at least the next 100 years. The implementation of this management and control becomes increas

"ingly uncertain over this time perid-.  

' This assumption was not agreed upon unanimously by the Board. Chuck Broscious dissented on Revised Assumption #1 as befelt it should read "50years" 

rather than "100 years." 

2. Advances in DOE and private-sector research will result in the obsolescence of existing facilities. 'It is further assumed that neý facilides will need to be con

"structed in response to the need to provide state-of-the-aft research facilities. Other programs, however, will be discontinuedentirely after the facilities become 

obsolete.  

3. New construction may include structures in existing facility areas; other hew construction may require the development of new facility areas. New development 

should be restricted to core areas'already developed.. .  

4. As contaminated faclities become obsolete, D&D will be required. Similarlycontaminated areas will require remediation. D&D and ER requirements may-vary 
based on risk. The D&D process will. *ommence following closure of a facility,_ 

5 •. To the extent prictial, new development will be encouraged in developedfacility'areas to take advantage of existing infrastructures. Suc'h redevelopment will 

.,,educe environmental degradation associated with construction activities in previously undeveloped areas.  

6. The CFA will remain the focal area for support and infrastructure activities assuming continuity of existing or similar INEL missions.  

7. Incorporated with #4.  

8. Environmental restoration and waste management activities will continue. Cleanup of hazardous, mixed, and low-level waste sites is expected to be completed 

within 10 years following completion of a Record of Decision (ROD) for the CERCeA-mandated cleanup.  

9. Research and development facilities will be expanded to accommodate "new frontier research". To support such efforts, cooperative partnerships between the 

public and private sectors may be developed to achieve mutual goals. This could result in the re-use of INEL fadilities-by private-sector interests, supplemented 

with technology support by INEL personnel.  

10. Incorporated with #9.  

11. INEL may be called upon to support defense-related operations.  

12. Regional.development trends are closely reated to activities at the INEL. The weight of INEL's influence on the regi6n may increase or decrease over time 

depending on the diversity. and strength of the regional economy." .  

13. No ireidential developmeni (i.e..housing) will occur within INEL boundaries. Grazing will be allowed to continue ifi the buffer area.  

( ":'•'a4.No new, major privaie developments on public lands (residential or nonresidential) are expected in areas adjacent to the Site. There is uncertainty about the 

',applicability of this assumption to privately held land. Beyond 25-50 years there is less certainty about this-assumption.



15. An 890 square mile site dedicated to nuclear research, development, testing, evaluation and environmental management is irreplaceable. It was therefore 

assumed that it is unlikely that the siting of a similar DOE facility and land withdrawal would occur in the future at any other location in the contiguous 48 states.  

additional assumptions added by the Board: 

16.. New locations for Low Level Waste disposal may need to be sited. If new-locatons are needed they will be subject to regulatory approval processes.  

17. The-United States government has trust responsibility to federally recognized Tribes. If portions of land become the responsibility of another owner or agency, 

the same trust responsibility will be conferred to the affected Tribe.  

Footnote to assumption #17: 

The SSAB:is keenly interested in, DOE-ID taking all necessary steps at the INEL'to both correct the mistakes. of the past and protect the environmental and cultural 

Sresources in the future. The SSAB also.recognizes that the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes unique relationship to the Site.gives rise to a particular interest in future land 

"use.  

The Site itself lies on.abbriginal territory. of the Shoshone and Bannock people.. The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes have used the lands-and waters within' and sur
rounding the Site for fishing, hunting, plant gathering, medicinal, religious, ceremonial and other cultural uses since time immemorial. These lands and waters pro

Sviaed. the Tribe~s home as well as.their.way of life.  

When the Tribes signed the Treaty. of Fort Bridger in 1868 with the United States, the Tribes protected their rights to subsistence and traditional ictivities on the 

unoccupied lands of the federal government, which includes the Site in the event of anyalterations to the land base for future land use scenarios and/or INEL bor

ders .Effective exercise of these treaty rights,.however, depends upon the healtfi of the resources-upon which these rights are based.  

Since the creation of the.Site, many activities at the INEL have injured-the land, natural and cultural. resources both onthe Site and off-Site. INELs .decisions regard

- future waste management,remediation, D&D, R&D,.and storage activities must provide for the protection of the Tribe's natural and-cultural resources.. The

m. es: as a sovereign and constitutional government, are determined to protect and restore natural resources and to provide opportunities for Tribal members to 

exercise treaty-reserved rights throughout traditionally occupied lands, including undeveloped areas of the Site.  

The United States govei'nment has the obligation to recogniize and commit to a government-to-.government relationship with Native American Tribal governments 

"and fulfill its trustresponsibility to those tribes, including the concepts of tribal sovereignty and tribal rights. (DOE-ID Order 1230.2). In furtherance of this respon

sibility, the DOE must consult with and involve the Tribes in decisions affecting them when considering any future land use of the INEL
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE 
"ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND LIABILITY 

ACT AT THE IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY 

INTRODUCTION 

The followiZg recommendation is submitted to the Department of Energy's Idaho Operations Office (DOE-ID); Region X of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; and the State of Idaho as the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) Citizens Advisory Board's (CAB) comments on the approach being followed by the three agencies to comply with the Comprehensive L Environmental Response Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) at the INEEL.  

The INEEL CAB has recently completed reviews of the Proposed Plans for Waste Area Group I (WAG S- Test Area North), Waste Area Group 8 (WAG 8 -Naval Reactors Facility), and Waste Area Group 9 (WAG 9 - Argonne National Laboratory-West). Our recommendation and comments are based on those 
reviews.  

The INEEL CAB recommends that the agencies consider involving the Board when Proposed Plans are 
in the draft stage. We believe that we could better serve the agencies as a sounding board, with an overall goal of helping to produce documents that are ready for review by the public. In addition, we 
submit the following comments.  

Responses to questions addressed to the DOE-ID Manager for WAG I revealed that the selection of the preferred alternatives may have involved consideration of issues beyond the evaluation criteria required by CERCLA. The full rationale should be fully explained and should include consideration of whether 
the alternative will resolve the problem at hand or simply move it somewhere else.  

With regard to cost estimates and how they are presented, the three Proposed Plans we have recently reviewed present cost estimates for all remedial alternatives considered, yet the cost estimates do not appear to represent DOE's best estimates of the total life cycle costs. This conclusion is based on notes in the comparison tables in the Proposed Plans as well as remarks made during presentations to the Board and the Board's Environmental Restoration Committee. In addition to cost estimates that are required for presentation in Proposed Plans, the INEEL CAB recommends that future Proposed Plans for remediation at the INEEL include total life cycle costs for each alternative that are calculated in as straightforward a manner as possible and represent DOE's best estimate of the true and real costs.  

If cost information is presented in the requested manner, the public will be better able to make comparisons among the alternatives based on costs. In addition, the Board recommends that all 
assumptions that provide the basis for the cost estimates be uniformly applied.  

The Board's review of the WAG I Proposed Plan resulted in concerns that extend beynd the scope of 
"that document. As a result, we have two additional recommendations that apply to all future Proposed 

- ~'Plans.  
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The proposed rernediation plan for the Mercury Spill Area (TSF-08) at WAG I will be the third cleanup 

that has occurred at that site since the mercury was spilled. The description of prior cleanup activities in 

the WAG 1 Proposed Plan raised concerns about repeated efforts that prove to be insufficient to reduce 

risks to acceptable levels. The Board recommends that all future remediation activities, whether interim 

or final, be carried out in such a way that they will reduce risks to humans and the environment 

sufficiently that remediation activities will not have to be repeated at a later time. Repeating remediation 

activities at the same site is unacceptable. The INEEL CAB is certain that cleaning up a contaminated 

site multiple times is more costly than doing it once.  

Finally, the INEEL CAB thought the Proposed Plan for WAG I was very difficult to read as there were 

so many alternatives presented for so many different types of contaminated sites. The presentation to the 

Board included details that allowed for an improved understanding of the nature and extent of the 

contamination not provided in the Proposed Plan. The Board recommends that future Proposed Plans 

provide descriptions that the public can understand.  
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